TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, AUGUST 27, 2001

I.

Call to order in the Council Chambers at Cumberland Town Office at 7:00 p.m.

II.

Ma.nager's Report

III.

Public Discussion

IV.

Legislation and Policy
01-60 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a proposal for the Cumberland
Housing Authority to purchase 9 acres of land on Greely Road (owned by the
Portland Water District) as a possible site for Senior Housing.
01-61 To hear presentation by the Nordic Ski Club regarding snowmaking and trail
grooming activities for winter season.
01-62 To approve Collective Bargaining Agreement between the Town of Cumberland
and the Cumberland Police Benevolent Association.
01-63 To endorse application - land for Maine's future program.
01-64 To approve purchase of fire truck.

VI.

Correspondence

VII.

New Business

VIII.

VIII.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
a) Land Acquisition
Adjourn

MEMBERSOFTHETOWNCOUNCIL
Stephen Moriarty (Chair)
829-5095
Mark Kuntz
----g29--=o41r2
John Lambert, Jr.
781-5282
Donna Damon
846-5140

Jeffrey Porter
829-4129
HarlancrSlorey 829~3939Peter Bingham 829-5713

Town of Cumberland web site: www.cumberlandmaine.com
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, AUGUST 27, 2001

Councilors Present: Stephen Moriarty, Jeffrey Porter, Peter Bingham, Mark Kuntz, Harland Storey
Councilors Excused: John Lambert, Donna Damon

I.

Call to order in the Council Chambers at Cumberland Town Office at 7:00 p.m.

II.

Manager's Report
Town Manager said that he will present hardship abatement requests at the meeting of
September 10, 2001.

III.

Public Discussion
None

IV.

Legislation and Policy
01-60 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a proposal for the Cumberland
Housing Authority to purchase 9 acres of land on Greely Road (owned by the
Portland Water District) as a possible site for Senior Housing.
Town Manager reported the actual acreage is 10.17 acres and that one of the Val
Halla fairways is part of the acreage. Portland Water District appraised the parcel at
$140,000. The parcel is accessible to public water and public sewer can be
accessed.
Council Chairman Moriarty opened Public Hearing 7:05 pm
Resident Priscilla Payne spoke in favor of the project. John Eldredge, member of
the Conservation Commission spoke in favor of the project for the seniors in the
Cumberland Community as well as this creating open space for hiking trails.
Town Manager commented that this parcel would be purchased with funds of the
Undesignated Reserve Fund of the Cumberland Housing Authority.
Council Chairman Moriarty closed Public Hearing 7:15 pm
Councilor Bingo.am moved to accept title in the name ofthe Town of Cumberland
of a 10.17 acre parcel on Greely Road to be purchased by the Cumberland Housing
Authority from the Portland Water District and to hold the same for a possible
future senior housing project to be developed by the said Housing Authority.
Second by Councilor Porter
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (5)
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01-61 To hear presentation by the Nordic Ski Club regarding snowmaking and trail
grooming activities for winter season.
Chris Axelson & John Eldredge of the Coastal Nordic Ski Club presented a report
of the club's proposals. Council Chairman and Councilors agreed to the proposal
provided no expenditures from the town budget.
01-62 To approve Collective Bargaining Agreement between the Town of Cumberland
and the Cumberland Police Benevolent Association.
Councilor Bingham moved to approve Collective Bargaining Agreement between
the Town of Cumberland and the Cumberland Police Benevolent Association.
Second by Councilor Porter
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (5)
01-63 To endorse application - land for Maine's future program.
Councilor Poiter moved to endorse the application for Sally Merrill to participate in
the Maine's Future Program
Second by Councilor Kuntz
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (5)
01-64 To approve purchase of fire truck.
Councilor Storey moved to approve the purchase of the fire truck.
Second by Councilor Bingham
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (5)
V.

Correspondence
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Ltr fm Town Manager to Greely Road resident abutters RE: Greely Road Land
Acquisition dtd 8/14/01 with accompanied parcel map copy
Coastal Nordic Ski Club Infrastructure Enhancement Proposal for Twin Brook
Recreation Park.
Collective Bargaining Agreement between the Town of Cumberland and The
Cumberland Police Benevolent Association for July 1, 2001 to June 30, 2004.
Ltr fm Dale S. Rines to Town of Cumberland RE: Land for Maine's Future
Program <ltd8/22/01
Report fm Assistant Town Manager 'Land for Maine's Future Farmland Protection
Program Highlights'
Ltr fm~Town of Cumberland-Town Chairman-to-Steve Brook,-Senior }>Jannerof __
Land for Maine's Future RE: Sally Merrill Sunrise Acre Farm proposal dtd
8/27/01.
Memo fm Council Chair Steve Moriarty RE: Follow-up to 8/13/01 Chebeague
Meeting dtd 8/17/01.
Email fm Councilor Damon RE: Chairman Moriarty's Follow-up list dtd 8/22/01
Email fm James Phipps RE: Growth Management

_
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ltr fm Town Attorney Ken Cole to Assistant Town Manager RE: Board
Appointment Issues dtd 8/21/01
Ltr fm William Dale of Town Attorney's Office RE: Invitation for Biennial
Municipal Client Seminar dtd 8/13/01
Ltr fm Town of Cumberland to Francis Small, Cumberland Farmer's Club RE:
Mass Gathering Permit approval dtd 8/16/01
Memo fm Assistant Town Manager to Town Manager RE: Monday Holiday Town
Council Meeting Rescheduling dtd 8/16/01
Ltr fm Geoff Herman of Main Municipal Association RE: Survey of residential
property values by category dtd 8/13/01
Ltr fm Robert Heyner, President of Forest Lake Association RE: Grant Money
Proposal for Forest Lake dtd 8/15/01
2001-02 Growth Permit updated spreadsheets
Ltr fm Randy Perry, Chair of Yarmouth Town Council RE: Elected Official
Invitation of neighboring towns dtd 8/20/01
Ltr fm Elizabeth Boynton, City of Portland RE: County Budget Resolution dtd
8/21/01
MSAD #51 Agenda of 8/29/01
MSAD #51 Minutes of 6/25/01
Invitation - Municipal Client fm Town Attorney's Office

Councilor Porter received a telephone call RE: Harris Road and the public safety issue.
He mentioned that the landowner put up a gate.
Town Manager presented the Council a letter from the Town Attorney describing the
policy regarding issues of employees holding committee/board positions.
VI.

New Business
Town Manager inquired about a gift appropriate for former Councilor Phipps. It was
agreed by present Council Members that a 'University Chair' with the town seal would
be appropriate.
Councilor Poiter thanked the landowners and Mainland Island Trust for the opportunity
and property use for hiking, skiing, etc. Councilor Porter updated on the progress of the
Middle School.
Chairman Moriarty gave a follow up on the Chebeague Island meeting. He said that he
will inquire of Councilor Damon on a follow-up meeting to address the Growth
Management Ordinance issues. Chairman Moriarty suggested hosting a community
forum on a Saturday on Chebeague Island. Dates will be discussed at a later date.

VII.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
a) Land Acquisition
Councilor Kuntz moved to enter into Executive Session at 8:25 pm.
Second by Councilor Bingham
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (5)
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Councilor Kuntz moved to come out of Executive Session at 8:35 pm
Second by Councilor Bingham
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (5)
VII.

Adjourn

Meeting was adjourned at 8:38 pm.
Respectfully Submitted,

Lisa Brown
Administrative Assistant

MUTUAL AID CALLS

Year: 2000
Total Runs: 624
Total: Mutual Aid Provided: 74

Yarmouth: 3 5
No. Yarmouth: 15
Falmouth: 13
Gray: 5
Windham: 5
Freeport: 1

Mutual Aid Received: 5
Yarmouth: 2
No. Yarmouth: 0
Falmouth: 2
Gray: 1
Windham: 0
Freeport: 0

Year: 2001 YTD (08/24/01)
Total Runs:

472

Total: Mutual Aid Provided: 85

Yarmouth: 39
No. Yarmouth: 10
Falmouth: 27
Gray: 5
Windham: 3
Gorham: 1

Mutual Aid Received: 1
Yarmouth: 0
No. Yarmouth: 0
Falmouth: 1
Gray: 0
Windham: 0
Freeport: 0
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290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9 321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214
August 27, 2001

..
Steve Brooke, Senior Planner
Land for Maine's Future
38 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0038

Dear Mr. Brooke:
On behalf of the Cumberland Town Council, I am writing to express the Council's
support of the proposal being submitted by Sally Merrill, owner of Sunrise Acres Farm in
Cumberland, for funding under the farmland protection program,._
The Town of Cumberland is a rural, but increasing less so, community in Cumberland
County. We have been experiencing steady residential construction on what was once farmland
and open space. Our close proximity to Portland (a short 15-20 minute drive), along with our
excellent school system, and comprehensive municipal services including an active recreation
department, have made our community a very desirable place for families to move to. Our
building permit numbers for new residential construction confirm this.
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990

83 permits
38 permits
65 permits
44 permits
40 permits
41
51
59
68
43
34

1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980

38
39
76
86
69
45
31
18
19
24

Cumberland has been proactive in trying to minimize the amount of growth it will
experience by implementing a variety of growth management tools. Last year, a building permit
cap was put in place, and this summer an impact fee ordinance was adopted which will help to
continue and increase funding for open space/recreation acquisitions. We have also conducted an
outreach program to locate interested large landowners who would be willing to sell their land, or
the developmenntghts oftheir land, to the-town-.-We-have spent time and-money-to inventory-and document the open space resources in our town. As recommended in our most recent
comprehensive plan, we have conducted an open space study, which was completed in April
2000. Preserving Cumberland's rural character is a goal identified in our most recent
comprehensive plan and in previous plans dating back to 1949. The comprehensive plan states
that rural "character results from a mix of agriculture and forestland, and large areas of
contiguous undeveloped land for use by wildlife, for resource protection and for outdoor
recreation." The various parcels owned by Ms. Merrill comprise key links in our community's
plan to create and maintain a recreation and wildlife corridor.

The 2000 Open Space Plan also cites the importance of preserving active agricultural
land. It states: "Farming is the cornerstone of Cumberland's past, and thus it was a relatively
easy decision for the Committee to give this category a top priority ... Cumberland has already
taken steps to assist its resident farmers, such as organizing and subsidizing a seasonal farmers'
market."
Since Sunrise Acres Farm comprises 148 acres, almost all of which is in farmland and
tree growth, the loss of this open space would be devastating to our community. The Cumberland
Town Council endorses this application, and we hope that the Land for Maine's Future Board will
give it serious consideration.
If I can provide any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

(/J
phen Moriarty
Town Council Chairman
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290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

August 14, 2001

Dear Resident:
The Portland Water District has offered prope11yon Greely Road to the Town of Cumberland. The
Cumberland Housing Authority and Town Council are considering purchase of this property as a
possible site for a Senior Housing project. Because of your proximity to the this parcel (shown on the
enclosed map), the Council felt you should receive this notice. The Public Hearing will be held on
August 27, 2001 in the Council Chambers at the Cumberland Town Offices. This item was tabled
from the June 25, 2001 Town Council Meeting. If you have any questions prior to the meeting, please
contact me at 829-2205.

Sincerely,

jl,{!(i'~
Robe1tBenson
Town Manager
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290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559

• Fax (207) 829-2214

June 12, 2001

Dear Resident:
The Portland Water District has offered property on Greely Road to the Town of Cumberland. The
Cumberland Housing Authority and Town Council are considering purchase of this property as a
possible site for a Senior Housing project. Because of your proximity to the this parcel (shown on the
enclosed map), the Council felt you should receive th.is notice. The Public Hearing will be held on
June 25, 2001 in the Council Chambers at the Cumberland Town Offices. If you have any questions
prior to the meeting, please contact me at 829-2205.

Sincerely,

Robert Benson
Town Manager
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Smooth Feed SheetsrM

Use template for 51600

R06/
7/E
/
YEANEY ROBERT B
YEANEY JACQUELINE L
276 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

R06/
7/A
WALKENFORD JOHN H
278 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

U 14/
7/
LEPAGE MICHEL J
LEPAGE MARGARET COUGHLIN
8 BROOKSIDE DRIVE
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

R06/
6/E
MILLER PETER J
HARDEN HEATHER
8 DOUGHTY ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

U I 4/
6/
I
HIGGINS JAMES A
HIGGINS PATRICIA G
6 BROOKSIDE DRIVE
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

R06/
6/D
BOUTON DALE C JR
BOUTON CAROL ANN
281 GREELY ROAD PO BOX 40 I
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

U 14/
5/
MONGEAU DAVID
MONGEAU JOYCE
4 BROOKSIDE DRIVE CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

R06/
6/C
LITTLEFIELD ROBERT B JR
LITTLEFIELD BARBARA U
287 GREELY ROAD PO BOX 55
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

U 14/
4/
/
/
PELLETIER PRISCILLA M
PELLETIER RAYMOND A JR
2 BROOKSIDE DRIVE
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021

R06/
6/8
DAVIS GARY S
279 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

Ul4/
3/
MATTERSON DAVID A
MATTERSON ELEANOR A
292 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

R06/
6/A
MCLAUGHLIN EUGENIA R
289 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

Ul4/
2/
HUMPHREYS RAY A
HUMPHREYS GAIL H
290 GREELY ROAD PO BOX 58
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

R06/
4/A
I
I
MANCHESTER GERAL L
291 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

U14/
I/
PARKER STERLING W
PARKER JANICE L
288 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

R06/
4/
I
SHAW ELEANOR L
297 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

R06/
7/D
BLANCHARD NELSONS & LUELLA C
YEANEY ROBERT B & JACQUELINE L
C/O YEANEY
276 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND CTR, ME 04021
R06/
7/C
/
PERRY MARK A
PERRY MARY-ELLEN K
284 GREELY ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

.AVERY®

AddressLabels

Laser

5160®

Twin Brook Recreation Park
Nordic Skiing Infrastructure Enhancement Proposal
Coastal Nordic Ski Club
Contact:
Chris Axelson, 780-8200 e-mail axelson@worldnet.att.net
John Eldredge, 775-2442 e-mail jeldrid1@maine.rr.com

· Overview:

The park has a need for several infrastructure enhancements to improve its facilities
and ease the substantial burden of maintaining its trail network during the winter. These
enhancements will allow greater opportunities for the citizens of the Town of
Cumberland to enjoy the trails and aid the park in its goal of providing a consistent and
dependable ski surface.
During the 2000-2001 ski season, the Coastal Nordic Ski Club leased an Areco snow
-gun to make snow. This was a one-year experiment to test the viability of producing
snow. The program was a great success; large amounts of snow were produced
providing a good snow surface for skiers to use during December before natural snow
arrived. The Coastal Nordic Ski Club privately funded this pilot project with support from
its membership and the area school ski teams.
Our goal is to extend Twin Brook's appeal by acquiring equipment that will provide a
consistent high quality snow surface (Areco snow gun and Pisten Bully groomer).
Proposed Infrastructure Improvements:

The goal of these improvements is to improve the skiing opportunities available to the
Town of Cumberland. This project has two components, outright purchase of the Areco
snow gun and purchase of a Pisten-Bully grooming machine with tiller and track molds,
Areco Snow Gun
The purchase of the Areco snow gun will cost $20,000. Last year the Coastal Nordic Ski
Club raised $15,000 towards the installation of the snow making system. Most of this
money went towards permanent infrastructure improvements; installation of the weather
proof water take-off, pipe, fittings and hose. The remainder of the money went towards
securing a one-season lease of the snow gun. Areco worked with Coastal Nordic Club
by supporting a one-year trial. This option is not available in the future. Areco is willing
to apply 100% of our first year's lease payments towards the purchase allowing us to
purchase the gun for $20,000.

Twin Brook now has two winterized water take-offs. We envision using the area around
the tree island as our principal location for making snow. This will move the activity
further into the park and a greater distance from Tuttle road and the homes in the area.
Making snow in this location also enables us to push snow with the Pisten Bully
Groomer to the hill area in the back of the field and create a sledding hill.

Pisten-Bully Snow Groomer
The extensive trail network at Twin Brook combined with frequent freezing and thawing
of the snow surface creates considerable work for the Town and volunteer staff to keep
the trails groomed and in good condition. Currently, this work is done with a Ski-Doo
Skandic work snow machine and a Tidd-Tech groomer. Given the current size of the
trail network, hours of work each day are sometimes required to keep the surface in top
notch condition. After a thaw and freeze cycle, several days of grooming are required to
return the ski surface to good condition.
A Pisten-Bully groomer with a tiller/powder maker and track molds would accomplish
two objectives. One pass with this equipment will return the ski surface to packed
powder conditions, enabling our entire trail network to be reconditioned in a fraction of
the time currently expended. The track molds enable classic tracks to be set anytime
regardless of the firmness of the snow.
Several used Pisten-Bully Groomers have been located at a cost of about $30,000. A
new machine runs in excess of $100,000. These used machines are absolutely
satisfactory for our task. They have been well maintained and have many years of use
in them.

Advantages of Equipment:
The Town of Cumberland's current equipment does a satisfactory job of grooming in
many conditions. However, when the conditions are most difficult, for example after a
thaw-freeze cycle or a heavy snowfall, the amount of effort required to return the trails to
satisfactory conditions increases almost exponentially. Countless man hours are
expanded circling the trails and the wear and tear on equipment increases.
The Pisten Bully Groomer dramatically changes the amount of effort needed to resurface the trails. A couple of passes with the Pisten Bully Groomer is all that would be
needed to put the trails in shape. The purchase of this machine would increase the life
of the Town's current equipment and reduce the hours needed by Town and/or
volunteer staff maintaining the trails.

Funding Sources:
Coastal Nordic Ski Club will raise the funds for these purchases from its membership,
the high school ski clubs using the facility, and local citizens supportive of Nordic skiing.
Last year the ski teams of Greely, Freeport, Yarmouth and, Cape Elizabeth trained at
Twin Brook. Each of these teams paid $750-$2,000 for access to the trails and
snowmaking. Since the use of the facility by these ski teams did not appear to put any
stress on the availability of the trails to the general public, we would like to continue this
arrangement. This would be a year-to-year situation and would by no means obligate
the Town to making Twin Brook available to non-SAD 51 teams in future years.
Ongoing Maintenance:
The Coastal Nordic Ski Club will continue its financial involvement with these projects.
Last year we raised $15,000 to fund our snow making efforts. This money was raised
through contributions from its membership, local school boosters groups and proceeds
from events. The club expects to raise $8-10,000 annually which it will earmark towards
continued maintenance of the trail system at Twin Brook.

Coastal Nordic Ski Club:
The club's membership includes enthusiastic skiers dedicated to promoting the sport
and healthy outdoor lifestyle of cross-country skiing. The club hosts several competitive
events during the year, including the Coastal Nordic Ski Games (a New England caliber
event) and the New England Roller-Ski Championships. Last year, the club was integral
in bringing two Swedish junior athletes and their coach for a series of ski training clinics
held in the Portland area.
Benefits of Successful Competitive Ski Programs:

The growth of school ski programs in the Portland area is in part due to the fine facilities
Twin Brook offers. In fact, the Greely Boys and Girls Nordic Ski Teams both won state
championships this past winter. But there is a more subtle benefit that the facility
provides to the athletes of these programs--improved college admission opportunities.
Many of the region's finest schools offer NCAA Division 1 ski programs, including:
Dartmouth, Middlebury, UVM, UNH, Harvard, Williams, Colby, Bates, Bowdoin, St.
Lawrence, St. Michael's and others. Because of Maine's fine record of Nordic
accomplishments, our skiers are earning admissions to these schools. This is a direct
and tangible benefit of the facilities offered at Twin Brook. In the past three years, high
school skiers from the area have been accepted to almost all of these schools.

Summary of Benefits to Town of Cumberland
o Consistent snow surface for skiing and sledding, regardless of natural snow
conditions.

o

Improved skiing opportunities for recreational and competitive skiers.

o

High quality facility that supports the training needs of local youth and school ski
programs.

o Made available at no out-of-pocket cost to the Town.
o

Ensures that Twin Brook is a reliable year around recreational facility for
Cumberland residents.

Collective Bargaining Agreement
Between
The Town of Cumberland

,And
The Cumberland Police Benevolent Association

July 1, 2001 - June 30, 2004
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ARTICLE I

RECOGNITION

The Town recognizes the Association as the sole and exclusive bargaining
agent for all regular full-time Police Officers and Telecommunicators in the Police
Department except for the positions of Police Chief, and Police Lieutenant for
collective bargaining purposes to the extent provided by the Maine Municipal
Public Employee Labor Relations Act.

ARTICLE 2
ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP

Any present or future regular police officer or telecommunicator who has
served the probationary period and who is not an Association member, and who
does not make application for membership in the Association, shall pay a service
charge as a contribution toward the administration of this agreement in an
amount equal to the regular monthly dues of the Association. This payment shall
be made to the Association or, if such employee specifically objects to such
payment on religious grounds, he/she shall pay an equivalent sum to the charity
of his/her choice.

ARTICLE 3
HOURS OF WORK

The parties recognize the employees are entitled to one hundred and four
(104) days off without pay during the calendar year and should be paid for any of
these one hundred and four (104) days required to be worked.
The parties also recognize that it is desirable that these one hundred and four
( 104) days be taken in groups of two (2) consecutive days.
Accordingly, when possible, the regular work week for employees covered by
this agreement may be forty (40) hours composed of five (5) and not more than
seven (7) days consisting of eight consecutive hours within a one hundred sixty
eight consecutive hour period.
It is the intent of this paragraph to provide the employees with two (2)
consecutive days off within a given week when possible.

The minimum call-out period for overtime work for purposes of overtime pay
shall be four (4) hours.
The right to substitute shall be permitted, provided, however, that
permission to substitute on any shift shall be obtained in advance of the shift in
question from the Chief or his/her authorized representative. Requests to
substitute and the reason therefore shall be made in writing when so requested
by the Chief.
If it becomes necessary to call an employee from off-duty time, the
employee shall receive a minimum of four (4) hours of pay at one and one-half
(1-1/2) times the regular rate of pay and, if on vacation, shall receive another
vacation day as well as the premium pay. If it becomes necessary to call in an
employee one hour prior to a scheduled shift or to hold an employee over one (1)
hour or more after the end of a scheduled shift, the employee shall receive pay at
one and one-half ( 1-1/2) times the regular rate of pay and not call-out pay.

ARTICLE 4
MEAL PERIODS

All employees may take a reasonable meal period of short duration during
each work shift. During such meal period, employees shall continue to be on
duty and stay in assigned areas and within the Town except as otherwise
permitted by the Chief or General Orders.
The employees of the Department shall be allowed space at the Municipal
Building for maintaining their own kitchen facilities, should they so choose.

ARTICLE 5
HOLIDAYS

A. The following holidays shall be paid holidays for all employees covered by
this agreement:
Labor Day
New Year's Day
Columbus Day
Martin Luther King Day
Veteran's Day
President's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Patriot's Day
Christmas Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day
During the calendar year, a floating holiday may be taken by an employee at a
time agreeable to the Chief and the individual employee.
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B. Holiday Pay.
Eligible employees who do not work on a holiday shall be entitled to take
such a day off at a later date, at eight times their base hourly rate of pay.
C. Holiday Work.
If an employee works on New Year's Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day,
Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, he/she shall be paid time and one-half
times the base hourly rate, and such employee shall be entitled to take such day
off at a later date. If an employee works on any of the other listed holidays,
he/she shall be paid time and one-half times the base hourly rate, or such
employee shall be entitled to take such
holiday off at a later date with pay as provided in Paragraph B above, at his/her
election.
- D. If a holiday is observed while an employee is on vacation, he/she shall
receive a day off in lieu of the holiday at a later date.

ARTICLE 6
SICK LEAVE

A. Sick leave shall accrue at the rate of one (1) day for each full calendar
month of service beginning with the first full calendar month of employment
accumulated to a maximum of one hundred and twenty (120) days. Accumulated
sick leave may be used for early retirement up to the maximum accumulation or
at the time an employee retires, he/she may, at his/her option, be paid his/her
then regular rate of pay for the period accumulated.
B. An employee who is injured as a result of an act of any person suffered by
the employee while on duty assigned by the Chief or his/her representative and
while engaged in investigating, or other police activities as to which the employee
is exposed by virtue of his/her being a police department employee, shall receive
in addition to compensation paid under the Workmen's Compensation Act, an
amount sufficient to bring him/her up to his/her base, net weekly salary after
deductions of any taxes, union dues and employee's share of retirement
premiums, if any, while any incapacity exists and the employee is unable to
perform any other duties assigned by the Chief until the employee is approved
for-disability-retirement-by the-Soeial--Security Administration. It is agreed
hereunder that the employee may be required by the Town to apply for disability
and to cooperate fully in the prosecution of any such disability application.
Failure to apply and cooperate shall result in the employee being ineligible for
further benefits hereunder. It is understood that this paragraph only applies to
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situations where an employee actually receives payments under the Workmen's
Compensation Act. Should an employee recover lost wages in an action against
the party causing the injury, the employee shall assign to the Town an amount
equal to the supplemental wages paid hereunder. Absence due to such injuries
shall not be charged to accumulated sick leave.
C. Any employee absent on sick leave more than three (3) days and under a
doctor's care shall, at the request of the Chief, file a doctor's certificate with the
Chief setting forth the reasons for such sick leave and, at the request of the
Chief, file a doctor's certificate every ten (10) days thereafter so long as sick
leave continues, in order to be able to continue on sick leave. At the request of
the Chief and at the expense of the Town, any employee on sick leave may be
required to undergo a physical examination by a physician of the Chiefs choice.
D. Sick leave credits will not be allowed when absence is due to the use of
narcotics or intoxicants, misconduct, or any illness or injury occurred while
gainfully self employed by other than the Town of Cumberland Police
Department.

ARTICLE 7
SENIORITY

A. The Police Benevolent Association shall establish a seniority list naming
all the employees covered by this agreement with the employee with the greatest
seniority (years of service) listed first. Seniority shall be based upon the
employee's last date of hire by the Town of Cumberland. The list shall be made
available to the Association and the Town.
8. Seniority may be governing factor in all matters effecting: promotion,
reduction in work force, recall and vacation preference provided the employees
are equally qualified.
C. In the event an employee is layed off, he/she shall retain his/her seniority
for fifteen (15) months from the date of the last lay-off.

ARTICLE 8
ANNUAL VACATION

A. Employees shall be allowed annual vacation with pay based upon the
following schedule:
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•

After being employed one (1) continuous year - 10 working days

•

After being employed five (5) continuous years - 15 working days

•

After being employed ten (10) continuous years - 20 working days
8. Holiday leave shall be scheduled by the Chief. The Associations shall,
by March 31 of each year, present the Chief with a vacation schedule
assigning vacation times to each employee, which schedule shall be
adopted by the Chief. By March 31, employees shall select by
seniority and shall not be bumped from their requested time. If no
schedule is presented by the Association by March 31, the Chief may
assign all vacations. Employees shall be permitted to select vacation
time ahead of accruing it so long as the time is earned prior to the first
day of scheduled vacation.

An employee is permitted to carry forward up to five (5) vacation days
beyond his/her anniversary date. Holiday leave, if not taken on the holiday and
not paid for, must be used within one hundred and twenty days (120) of the
holiday in question.
Vacations must be taken in units of at least five (5) consecutive days unless
otherwise authorized by the Chief or his/her representative.
The Chief or his/her representative may cancel all vacation or holiday leave in
case of emergency. In such case, the employee so affected shall receive leave
at a later time and shall receive /her overtime rate of pay for the vacation or
holiday leave lost during the emergency.
No more than one ( 1) employee may take vacation leave at one ( 1) time
unless otherwise authorized by the Chief.

ARTICLE 9
PAID LEAVE

Family Deaths: An employee shall be excused from work for up to three (3)
days as needed and as determined by the Chief of Police in the event of death in
the employee'sfamilrln
aaaition, such~e~ploye~e~sh~a11
h~avettre~s~e~oftwo (2)
days of sick leave and accumulated holiday and vacation leave, if needed.
Family shall be deemed to be: spouse, mother, father, child, brother, sister,
grandfather, grandmother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-inlaw, or step-child. The definition of spouse shall include those employees living
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in an espoused relationship. The definition of child shall include natural born,
adopted, step, and foster children living in the employee's home.

ARTICLE 10
OUTSIDE POLICE WORK

A. The Town agrees to pay the following rates for outside, special details
assigned by the Chief of Police or his/her designated representative to a regular,
full-time police officer off duty and available for such duties, including private
functions, dances, sporting and athletic events, road construction jobs and
activities of public assembly nature.
1. Twenty five dollars ($25.00) per hour per officer for non-municipal
(consumer paid) details with a one hundred ($100.00) or four (4) hour minimum
guarantee per officer per event.
2. Twenty dollars per hour per officer for SAD #51 details with an eighty dollar
($80.00) or four (4) hour minimum guarantee per officer per event.

B. The Chief of Police or his/her designated representative shall have the
responsibility of assigning outside, special details to those officers off duty and
available. The Chief of Police or his/her designated representative shall make
every reasonable effort to equalize assignments on such outside, special details
among the regular, full-time police officers. Preferences for outside, special
details assigned by the Chief of Police or his/her designated representative shall
be given first to off-duty and available regular, full-time police officers in order of
seniority; and, secondly to other special and part-time police officers. All outside
details shall be posted for at least 72 hours prior to the assignment. All outside
details known with less than 72 hours notice shall be filled using the "regular"
overtime rotating seniority list.
C. An employee may engage in off duty employment subject to the following
limitations:
1. That such employment constitutes no more than twenty (20) hours per
week.
2. An employee shall submit in writing, requests for off-duty employment to
the Chief of Police whose approval must be granted prior to engaging in such
employment.
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3. An employee shall not engage in any employment or business involving
the sale or distribution of alcoholic beverages, attorneys, or bail bond agencies,
or work for an employer who has been convicted of a felony or who openly
associates with convicted felons. This subsection shall not apply to
telecommunicators except that portion which provides that employees shall not
openly associate with convicted felons.

ARTICLE 11
INSURANCE AND RETIREMENT

A. The Town shall provide Workmen's Compensation coverage for all
employees of the department.
Health Insurance: Regular employees and dependents are eligible to
participate in plans offered by the Town and the Maine Municipal Employees
Health Trust which are paid for by the Town of Cumberland at 100% cost to
the Town, except for dependents over 19 years of age, provided, however,
that for an employee whose employment commences on or after April 1, 1992,
the Town of Cumberland shall pay 100% of the cost of said insurance for only
the employee. An employee whose employment commences on or after April
1, 1992 may insure eligible dependents by payment of the applicable
premium. In the event the Town elects to, or is required to change insurance
coverage, the Association will be notified and consulted.
C. The Town shall continue to offer pension and disability retirement under
the Maine State Retirement System for employees currently enrolled in the
Maine State Retirement System.
D. The Town further agrees to continue participation in the Social Security
program (F.I.C.A.) for the period of this agreement.

E. For employees who do not elect to participate in the Maine State
Retirement System plan, the Town offers a 457 deferred compensation plan
through ICMA Retirement Corporation. The Town will match regular employees'
contributions up to a level of 5% of gross wages with the employee's contribution
being paid through payroll deductions. Employees are responsible for selecting
the type of funds they wish to invest in.

F. For employees in the ICMA Retirement Corporation Section 457 deferred
compensation plan, the Town shall offer, effective January 1, 1995, a disability
plan with coverage similar to that provided by the Maine State Retirement
System. The Town contribution for the plan shall be limited to 1% of the annual
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base salary of an employee. The employee shall pay any balance due through
payroll deductions.
G. The Town shall continue to make available to employees the ICMA
Retirement Corporation Section 457 Deferred Compensation Plan. The Town
shall not make a contribution and any fees assessed to participants which are the
responsibility of the employee. Employees are also responsible for their own
investment option decisions.

ARTICLE 12
EMPLOYMENT

A. All new civilian employees shall serve a probationary period of six (6)
months and shall have no seniority rights during this period. It is understood that
during this probationary period said employee may be discharged at any time
without cause.
All new sworn personnel, shall serve a probationary period of one (1) year
from the date of hire. All newly hired sworn personnel who at the time of hire
have not successfully completed the Maine Criminal Justice Academy Basic
Training, will remain on probation for a period of one (1) year from the date of
graduation. Such employee shall have no seniority rights during this period, and
may be discharged at any time without cause.
Any new employee who attends the Maine Criminal Justice Academy and
does not successfully complete the entire course and does not become a
certified police officer may be terminated.

B. An employee who is re-hired within three years to the same position as
previously held, will not be required to serve another probationary period. The
Chief of Police may grant a leave of absence without pay to any employee and
during the period of absence, the employee shall not lose his/her seniority rights.

ARTICLE 13
EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITY

A. The Town shall furnish each new employee with a copy of all existing work
rules upon employment and update working rules each year for distribution to all
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regular, full-time employees. It will be the responsibility of employees to read the
bulletin board or memoranda daily for working rules and amendments thereto.
B. All suspensions and dismissals of employees who are members of the
Association are to be made public to the Association within three (3) days in
writing by the Chief of Police or his/her designated representative stating the
reason and conditions of the suspension when agreed to by the employee. If, in
the opinion of the Association, the suspension is not warranted, the Association
has the option of submitting, in writing, such a statement to the Chief of Police,
within five (5) working days. If an agreement is not made between the Chief of
Police and the Association within five (5) working days, arbitration may be
requested.
C. If a citizen's complaint, whether written or verbal, is lodged against an
employee and the complainant's name is not included in the written complaint
and subsequent investigation fails to establish the validity of such complaint, no
notation of any such complaint shall be placed in the employee's file.
D. Each employee's personnel file held by the Town shall be open to him/her
upon his/her request with the exception of the background interview report
anytime between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday
upon written request to the office of the Chief of Police.
All new employees, including a re-hired employee, shall have, subsequent to
his/her offer of employment, a physical examination by a physician of the Town's
choice. The Town will pay for the cost of such an examination.
ARTICLE 14
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES.

A Grievance and Arbitration Procedure: Any dispute which arises between
the parties concerning the application, meaning or interpretation of this
agreement, shall be settled in the following manner:
Step 1. Any grievance shall be presented in writing by the Association
steward or the Association Grievance Committee to the Chief within ten (10)
working days after the cause for the grievance arose. The Chief shall respond to
the Association steward or Grievance Committee in writing within five (5)
working days.
Ste::p::2.If the grievance still remains unadjusted, it shall be presented in
writing, within five (5) working days after the response of the Chief is due, by the
Association steward, Association representative or Grievance Committee to the
Town Manager. The Town Manager shall respond in writing to the Association
steward/representative or Grievance Committee within five (5) working days.
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Step 3. If the grievance is still unsettled, either party may, within thirty (30)
working days after the reply of the Town Manager is due, by written notice to the
other, request arbitration. The arbitration proceedings shall be conducted by an
arbitrator to be selected by the Town and the Association within ten (10) working
days after the notice has been given. If the parties fail to select an arbitrator,
either may request the American Arbitration Association to provide an arbitrator
in accordance with the American Arbitration Association Rules, The decision of
the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties, and the arbitrator shall be
requested to issue his/her decision within thirty (30) days after the conclusion of
the testimony and argument. Expenses for the arbitrator's services and the
proceedings shall be born by the losing party. However, each party shall be
responsible for compensating its own representatives and witnesses. If either
party desire a verbatim record of the proceedings, it may cause such a record to
be made, providing it pays for the record. Grievances initiated by the Town shall
be processed in the same manner.
B. Grievance Committee: Employees selected by the Association to act as
Association representatives shall be known as "Stewards". The names of the
employees selected as stewards, and the names of other Association
representatives who may represent employees, shall be certified in writing to the
Town by the Association Grievance Committee. The purpose of Grievance
Committee meetings will be to adjust pending grievances and to discuss
procedures for avoiding future grievances. In addition, the Committee may
discuss with the Town other issues which would improve the relationship
between the parties.
C. Processing grievances during working hours: The Chief Steward may
process grievances during working hours without loss of pay with the permission
of the Chief.
D. This article shall not apply to Article XX.VII,the general authority and
responsibility of the Town of Cumberland.

E. The Association agrees that any and all disputes that arise between
parties will be settled by Article XVI, Settlement of Disputes.
F. It is understood that if the Association, or any members of the Association,
use any other means to settle a dispute, the grievance is automatically adjusted
to the Town of Cumberland and shall be final and binding.

ARTICLE 15
OVERTIME

A. All hours worked by regular, full-time employees over forty (40) hours in a
one hundred sixty-eight (168) hour work week shall be paid at a monetary rate of
one and one-half (1 1/2) times the base hourly rate. (Base hourly rate shall be
determined by dividing the base weekly wage rate by forty (40) hours.

For the purpose of this entire section, "hours worked" shall mean only the
following:
1. Hours actually worked not including special details.
2. Hours compensated for by holiday, base pay.
3. Hours compensated for by sick, family, or death leaves.
B. Preference for overtime shall be offered first to off-duty and available
regular, full-time employees covered under this agreement according to seniority
except:
1. For vacations granted and scheduled less than14 days in advance.
2. For holiday's and compensatory time off granted and scheduled less than 4
day's in advance.
Such order of rotation is to give such regular, full-time employees equalization of
overtime work, if desired by an employee. At the request of an employee,
compensatory time off in lieu of overtime pay shall be permitted under this
agreement at the discretion of the Chief.
C. All overtime will be prior approved by the Chief of Police or his/her
representative. Nothing in this article limits the authority of the Chief of Police or
his/her representative from changing work schedules of any employee covered
under this agreement prior to the offering of overtime.
D. This provision shall not apply to the regular, weekly open shift which is
now filled with a part-time telecommunicator.

ARTICLE 16
BULtETIN BOARD
The employer agrees that during working hours at the Town Hall and without
loss of pay, the Association steward or Association representative shall be
allowed to:
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1. Post Association notices.
2. Distribute Association literature.
3. Transmit communications, authorized by the Association or its
President, to the Town.
4. Consult with the employer, its representative, local Association officers
or other Association representatives concerning the enforcement of any provision
of this agreement.
5. Process grievances.
6. Attend negotiation meetings.
The steward or representative may engage in these activities during working
hours without loss of pay except when the Chief determines that such activities interferes with the needs of the Department and the public's safety, health and
general welfare.

ARTICLE 17
UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT

If any employee is required to wear a uniform, protective clothing or any type
of protective device as a condition of employment, such uniform, protective
clothing or protective device shall be furnished by the Town to the employee.
Any equipment required by the Department for its employees shall be paid for by
the Town.
Each regular, full-time officer shall maintain a minimum of three (3) pants,
three (3) winter shirts, three (3) summer shirts, two (2) ties, one (1) jacket, one
(1) raincoat, one (1) hat, one (1) complete set leather gear, one (1) pair footwear,
one (1) sweater, one (1) pair black gloves. The Town shall reimburse each
officer covered under this agreement a maximum of $300.00 on June 1, of each
year for cleaning receipts submitted from a professional cleaner. Officers who
choose to personally maintain their uniforms shall receive $300.00 minus
required IRS deductions. Such items shall be replaced by the town as becomes
necessary due to wear and tear in the performance of law enforcement duties, or
as determined by the Chief of Police or his/her representative. The Town agrees
to purchase replacement ballistic vests when warranty periods have lapsed. The
Town requires that all officers shall wear ballistic vests at all times while on duty.
The Chief of Police shall designate the style, color, and brand of all items of
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visible clothing and equipment in order to maintain uniformity in appearance of all
officers. All items of clothing and equipment provided for by the town before and
after the signing of this agreement, shall remain the property of the Town of
Cumberland, and shall be returned upon termination of employment.

ARTICLE 18
IN-SERVICE TRAINING
In fulfillment of any requirement of the State of Maine for in-service training
required an employee to attend such training outside of his/her regular working
hours, such employee shall be paid his/her time and one-half (1 1/2) rate of pay
for any such hours training, necessary to bring such employee up to forty (40)
hours of training annually.

ARTICLE 19
SAVINGS CLAUSE
If any provisions of this agreement shall be contrary to any law, such invalidity
shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions of this agreement.

ARTICLE 20
WAGES, EMT STIPEND & EDUCATION REIMBURSEMENT

PATROL
(PAY INCREASE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2001
Patrolman (after 1 year)

$583.20 per forty (40) hour week

Patrolman (after 2 years)

$614.00 per forty (40) hour week

Patrolman (after 3 years)

$67 4.40 per forty (40) hour week

Patrolman (after 5 years)

$687.60 per forty (40) hour week

Patrolman (after 7 years)

$714.80 per forty (40) hour week
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SERGEANT
(PAY INCREASE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2001
Sergeant (0 to 3 years)

$765.60 per forty (40) hour week

Sergeant (after 3 years)

$773.60 per forty (40) hour week

Sergeant (after 5 years)

$804.00 per forty (40) hour week

DISPATCHER
(PAY INCREASE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2001)

Dispatcher (0 to 3 years)

$465.60 per forty (40) hour week

Dispatcher (after 3 years)

$506.40 per forty (40) hour week

Dispatcher (after 5 years)

$522.40 per forty (40) hour week

Dispatcher (after 7 years)

$579.20 per forty (40) hour week

EMT INCENTIVE BONUS AND STIPEND: The Town will pay a one-time, $150
bonus to employees who complete the EMT training program and receive initial
certification. The Town will pay either a weekly stipend of $15.00 per week or a
st
lump sum payment of $780.00 on June 1 . of each year as preferred by the
employee who, maintains EMT certification, and who carries with them the
medical bags and AED unit at all times while on duty.

EDUCATION REIMBURSEMENT: Employees who are enrolled in an accredited
law-enforcement related degree program shall receive a reimbursement of tuition
costs at the rate of 75% of the USM credit-hour rate for a maximum of six (6)
credit hours per fiscal year. Employees must receive a grade of C or better to be
eligible for this benefit. This benefit may be subject to taxation.

ARTICLE 21
COURT TIME~

Police Department personnel covered by this agreement making an off duty
attendance at court shall receive a minimum of three (3) hours pay at his/her
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overtime rate of pay for each such attendance or actual time spent greater than
three (3) hours, when such attendance is related to his/her duties as a
Cumberland Police Officer. (Off duty shall be construed as any time an officer is
not working a scheduled 8 hour shift.) Officers attending court during their shift
but extends beyond shall be compensated for that time beyond the end of his/her
shift.

ARTICLE 22
OFF DUTY INJURIES

If an employee, while off duty, is called into an emergency situation or
situation in the Town of Cumberland requiring his/her professional services as a
police officer, and gets injured while doing so, the Town shall assume those
responsibilities as provided for in Article 6 of this agreement outlining injuries on
duty.

ARTICLE 23
PERSONAL LEAVE TIME

All police personnel covered by this agreement shall be entitled to the
following, temporary non-cumulative leaves of absence with full pay:

A. One day's leave for personal matters. Application shall be made to the
Chief of Police in writing at least three (3) days before taking such leave (except
in the case of an emergency).
B. Four days for illness in the immediate family which may be extended by
permission of the Chief of Police. For the purpose of this section, the immediate
family shall be defined as those persons included under the Article for this
agreement providing family death leave. Leave for this purpose shall be
chargeable to sick leave and shall be at the discretion of the Chief of Police.

ARTICLE 24
PHYSICAL FITNESS COMPETENCY EXAM

Sworn employees will be required, on an annual basis, to demonstrate
their physical competency. Physical competency will be demonstrated by
successful completion, at the 40th percentile level, of the Maine Criminal Justice
Academy Physical Fitness Exam, attached herein as Appendix A.
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Failure by the employee to pass any portion of the tests shall result in a
remedial physical fitness program being prescribed for the employee by a
licensed physician. The remedial program shall be aimed at improving those
physical skills necessary to successfully complete the four competency
exercises. Employees who fail any portion of the competency test shall be
retested every four (4) months after the initial test until successful completion.
Employees hired after January 1, 1998 who fail to pass the annual tests and two
(2)_subsequent remedial tests shall be subject to removal. Employees hired prior
to January 1, 1998 who fail to pass the physical competency test shall continue
to demonstrate improvement in each category of the 40 th percentile test.
Employees who fail a category shall be retested every four (4) months until the
standard is met.

ARTICLE 25
GENERAL AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY OF TOWN OF
CUMBERLAND

A. The Association hereby recognizes that the Town shall retain all rights and
authority to manage and direct the operations of the Town Department and its
working force, including the right to plan, direct and control Department activities;
to schedule and assign work to employees, including in emergency situations the
right to split two days off; to determine means, methods, procedures and
equipment to maintain the efficiency of the Department and their employees; to
determine the manner of jobs, to create, or for lack of funding or for lack of work,
revise (meaning a material change in job assignments relating to law
enforcement activities) or eliminate jobs; to establish and require observance of
rules and regulations governing the conduct and performance of its employees;
to formulate and adopt ordinances and other regulations incidental to
management of the affairs of the Town; to hire and promote employees to
maintain order.
B. The Town reserves the right to discipline or discharge for cause.
C. The Association hereby agrees not to grieve and/or arbitrate any dispute
which arises from Article 25; the general authority and responsibility of the Town
of Cumberland.

ARTICLE-26
ASSOCIATION LIST
The Association agrees to supply the Chief of Police with a list of officers of
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Association, the name of the Association representatives and the names of
Grievance Committee members upon the contract signing date. It shall be
duty of the Association to keep these lists of names up to date and to notify
Chief of Police of any change within ten (10) days of such change.

ARTICLE 27
STRIKES AND SLOWDOWNS PROHIBITED

The Association agrees that neither it nor its officers or members will engage
in, or encourage, any strikes, slowdowns, mass absenteeism, picketing which will
involve suspension of or interference with the normal work of the Department or
other Town Departments. In the event that the Association members participate
in such activities in violation of this provision, the Association shall notify those
members so engaged to cease and return to their normal duties. In any event,
any employee participating in these prohibited activities may be discharged by
the Town.

ARTICLE 28
DISCRIMINATION CLAUSE

The Town agrees to continue its established policy against all forms of illegal
discrimination, including (1) discrimination with regard to race, creed, color,
national origin, sex, marital status, age, physical or mental disability, unless
based upon a bona fide occupational qualification; and (2) intimidation or
harassment on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, marital status,
age, physical or mental disability.
The Association agrees to continue its policy to admit all members to
membership and to represent all members without regard to race, creed, color,
national origin, sex, marital status, age, physical or mental disability.
The Association and the Town agree that discrimination, intimidation, or
harassment of employees, including sexual harassment in all its various forms is
unacceptable conduct and will not be condoned or tolerated by the Association or
the Town.
The Town and the Association agree that any disputes arising out of the
provision of this artiele may be proeessed~through the grievanee procedure
contained in the Grievance and Arbitration Procedure. This provision shall not
preclude other legal remedies provided by law.
All references in the Agreement to employees of the male gender are used for
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convenience only and shall be construed to include both male and female
employees.

ARTICLE 29
MEMBER RIGHTS

The Chief (or designated officer) shall be responsible to ensure that all
allegations of misconduct and other violations shall be investigated. Such
investigation shall be completed within a reasonable time based upon the
circumstances or the alleged misconduct and the investigation. If the
investigation is a result of a complaint from the public, misconduct or other
violations that come to the attention of a superior officer, the following procedure
shall be followed:
The Chief (or designated officer), shall investigate all such allegations. Such
investigator shall inform any member under investigation and his/her
commanding officer of the nature of the investigation before it commences. If
diligent efforts to contact the member fail, the investigator shall advise the
designated representatives of the Association. Sufficient information to apprise
the member of the specific allegations will be provided. The investigating officer
shall be allowed to interview the complainant prior to notifying the member.
Where no probable cause is found, the investigation will terminate and the record
shall not become part of the member's personnel file.
When an investigator believes that there is reasonable cause to interview a
member under investigation concerning an alleged violation of the Department's
operating procedure or misconduct, the member shall be afforded forty-eight (48)
hours, unless an emergency exists or such right is waived, to contact and consult
privately with an attorney or other counsel of his/her own choosing before being
interviewed.
The interview of any Department member shall be at a reasonable hour,
preferably when the member is on duty unless the course of the investigation
dictates otherwise, and such interview will be conducted without unreasonable
delay.
The interview shall take place at a location designated by the investigating
officer and shall be at the Cumberland Police Department when feasible. If
requested, a representative may be presented at the initial interview and shall be
allowed~te confer privately with the~employee. The interview of any Gepartment
member shall be conducted at a reasonable time taking into consideration the
working hours of the members and the legitimate interests of the Department.
The member of the Department being questioned shall be informed of the
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identity of all persons present during the interview. If it is known that the member
of the Department being interviewed is a witness only, he shall be so informed.
The interview shall be conducted with the maximum amount of confidentiality
possible. The questions shall be specifically related to the alleged violation. If
any other previously undisclosed matter is discovered which may be subject to
investigation, it shall be handled pursuant to this procedure.
If after the investigating officer has interviewed the complainant and the
member in questions and it is determined by the Chief (or designated officer) that
such misconduct, or other violation, is not a dismissable offense or other such
magnitude that a suspension would result, the findings shall be provided to the
member's commanding officer for disposition within ten (10) days of such
determination, and the member so informed.
Upon completion of such investigation where probable cause exists to warrant
suspension or dismissal, the results of such investigation and interviews shall be
provided to the Chief (or designated officer). In such cases, when formal
charges are preferred, such charges shall be provided the member in question in
writing and a copy provided to the President of the Association. In cases where
probable cause exists that a criminal offense has been committed, the member
may be suspended immediately without pay pending disposition of the charges.
If the member under investigation agrees to submit to a polygraph
examination, he/she will be furnished a list of the questions to be asked,
sufficiently prior to the examination to enable the member to confer with counsel
of his/her choosing prior to the polygraph examination. If a member agrees to
submit to any other type of test, he/she shall be advised of the type of test and
the member will be afforded an opportunity to obtain a similar independent test if
available.
Within fifteen (15) calendar days of the completion of the investigation, the
member shall be advised of the final outcome. No charges shall be brought by
the investigating officer unless the proper interview procedures are followed as
outlined in the previous paragraphs and probable cause was found by the
investigating officer.
Failure to follow the above procedures, unless waived by the member in
questions, shall result in dismissal of all charges, with prejudice and destruction
of all related records.

ARTICLE 30
TERM OF AGREEMENT
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This agreement shall govern the rights of the parties from the date of
July 1, 2001 to June 31, 2004 regardless of the date of ratification by both
parties.
The parties further agree that they shall meet in January of 2002 and
January of 2003 to re-negotiate salary items as contained in Article 10 and
Article 20, and insurance and retirement benefits as contained in Article 11.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Town of Cumberland, Maine, has caused
these presents to be signed in its behalf by Robert Benson, as Town Manager,
thereunto duly authorized; and the Cumberland Police Benevolent Association
has caused these presents to be signed in its behalf by ________
_
its president, thereunto duly authorized.
DATED:

--------TOWN OF CUMBERLAND

Witness

By:_________
_
Robert B. Benson, Town Manager
duly authorized

CUMBERLAND POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
By:___________
Witness
duly authorized
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_
, Its President

MEMO
Date:

8/23/01

To:

Town CouncilMembers

From:

Robert Benson

ft;1

Regarding the agenda 8/27 /01:
The first four items are self-explanatory
01-63

To approve purchase of Fire Truck
I request we treat this item confidentially. I have been having problems with my vision in the
past week and have not been able to sit with Fire Chief, Dan Small and prepare a detailed
presentation for you regarding the purchase of a fire truck. However this was discussed during
the budget process and the Fire Chief advises me that we need to approve the purchase
Monday Night so we can maintain our standing on the truck manufacturing order list and not be
further delayed. Dan and I will have numbers for you regarding the cost of the truck for Monday
Night. As we pointed out in the budget process it's in the area of $300,000 and I am going to
recommend a bond issue at a later date, I don't think we need to act on that Monday Night.
I regret my personal situation has resulted in us not having a detailed presentation for you but
feel it is important to authorize the purchase of the fire truck and let Dan & I work out the details
at a later date.
I hope this is acceptable and can assure you that it was not my intention to have this situation
develop, thank you for your consideration.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact do not hesitate to call.

Thanks,

Bob

MEMORANDUM
AUG. 27, 2001
TO ... RB

FROM .•• SHELLEY
RE: HARDSHIPS

KEN SUGGESTED THAT UNDER MANAGER'S REPORT
YOU SIMPLY NOTIFY THE COUNCIL THAT YOU WILL BE
PLACING 2 HARDSHIP REQUESTS ON THE NEXT AGENDA
AND WILL HA VE THE APPLICANTS ATTEND THE
EXECUTIVE SESSION HEARINGS.
HE ALSO ADVISED THAT YOU CALL THE CHAIRMAN
AND LET HIM KNOW ABOUT THIS BEFORE THE MEETING.

provided water to Cumberland Center will no longer be needed.
The PWD has mapped the recharge area of the community well on Greely Road. As stated
earlier, this well is scheduled to be abandoned, by the district, in the next few years. The future
use of the well and water tank in Cumberland Center, after the water line is connected is unknown.
Preserving the water quality of the well until that time, and for future use is important. If, and when,
the Portland Water District decides to no longer use the well, the Town should take steps to
obtain ownership. There is currently no wellhead protection plan for the community well.
The PWD is not planning any other expansions in Cumberland. Any extensions of the water
system, aside from the connection described above would be at the expense of a developer or
the town.
The Portland Water District is a quasi-municipal corporation. An elected Board of Directors
oversees the functions of the district, and is responsible to approve budgets, and make policy
decisions. All of PWD's systems are financed by user fees paid by all customers; both capital and
operating costs.
Control of the water system is not a function of the Town of Cumberland. Protecting the water
quality of the wells on Greely Road by participating in the voluntary State Wellhead Protection
Program, can be recommended to the Portland Water District.

Sewerage
The Cumberland sewer system serves a portion of the homes in Cumberland Center and the
Foreside. Completed in 1985, the system was originally designed for 750 h!!~
remedy for existing pollution problems, but now has been upgraded to serve ,100 hom~Ahe
system is owned by the Portland Water District. Waste is treated at the Waste ater--T-reatment
Plant, in neighboring Falmouth.
The operating and debt costs of the system are paid for exclusively by the users. User fees, in
the form of a monthly bill, are paid to cover the operating cost of the treatment plant. Sewer units
are sold for $2,000 each to cover the capital costs of the system: a readiness-to-serve charge is
also assessed to holders of sewer units which are not being used.
Expansions to the sewer system are considered on an as-needed basis. The purpose of the
system is to remedy existing pollution problems with no other solutions. The system was not built
to encourage growth; however, its presence can direct growth, in certain areas.
Continued residential and commercial growth in Cumberland is inevitable. Growth directed
towards areas which are currently served by the sewer will not only protect the natural resources of
the town, but will also enable the service to be provided more efficiently.

Munlclpal Line Departments
Municipal line departments include police, fire, rescue, public works, recreation, welfare, and
general administration. Each department has an annual budget for limited capital expenditures.
For example, municipal vehicles are paid for from the operating budget. The more significant
projects such as a riew building, or a computer system are included in the Town's five year capital
budget.
The fire and_rescue departments depend on volunteers to respond to calls when they come in.
Currently the fire department has 60 volunteers on the mainland and 24 volunteers on the Island.
The fire chief is a part-time paid position. The Fire Department maintains 3 fire stations: Central
STafionTifCum5erlana-center,Wesrcum5erland
station on BlacRstrap Roaa, ana th-e-Poblic
Safety Building on the Island. In 1996 (January- November), 219 fire calls were answered.
The Rescue Department has 1 full time chief, and 35 volunteers. An ambulance is kept at all
three fire stations. Currently the rescue department does not charge any fees for services:
insurance companies however, do cover the cost of transport to a hospital. A proposal to charge
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September 28, 2000

Mr. Robert Arsenault
Sevee & Maher Engineers, Inc.
P.O. Box 85 A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Re: Wetland Delineation, Two Parcels, Town of Cumberland
Dear Bob,
I have completed the delineation of wetlands on two parcels of land for the Town of
Cumberland. Both delineations were conducted in accordance with the 1987 U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual. This requires the presence of all three
parameters, hydric soils, hydrophytic vegetation, and wetland hydrology. The delineation
of all the wetlands was flagged with yellow flagging. The flagging was labeled in an
alphanumeric sequence and located with GPS backpack equipment. The GPS equipment
located all boundaries to+- 3.0 feet.
The first parcel is approximately 10 acres and located on Greeley Road. The Portland
Water District owns the parcel. The wetlands found on this parcel are mostly located in
the left rear corner of the parcel. A forested wetland associated to a network of ravines
cut into the silt/clay soils occurs here where the groundwater discharges on the ground
surface. There is also a small-pocketed wetland located near the front right corner
adjacent to Greeley Road. Total wetlands on the parcel are approximately 20-25 percent
of the total parcel area.
The second parcel is approximately 40 acres in size and is located off the end of Drowne
Road and extends to Main Street. The wetlands found on this parcel include an emergent
wetland which is a portion of an abandoned gravel pit, a forested wetland drainage
network that drains off the center, rear portion of the parcel and a third area along a
drainage swale that parallels Main Street along that property line. The total wetlands on
the parcel are approximately 2-5 percent of the total parcel area.
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I have included a map of each parcel with the location of all wetlands found and located
on each parcel. If you have any questions or require additional information please
contact me.

Sin~e}fly/
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Mark J. Hampton C.S.S., L.S.E.
Certified Soil Scientist #216
Licensed Site Evaluator #263
Enc.
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PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYING
P.O. BOX 1023
WESTBROOK, MAINE 04098-1023
207-854-0182

August 1, 2001
Proposed Description for
The Town of Cumberland
of
The Portland Water District Lot
Greely Road, Cumberland, Maine
EXIIlBIT A
A certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings and improvements thereon, located on the
southwesterly side of Greely Road in the Town of Cumberland, County of Cumberland, State of
Maine, and more particularly bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at a found iron pipe at the corner ofland now or formerly of Nelson S. Blanchard, Luella
C. Blanchard, Robert B. Yeaney, and Jacqueline I. Yeaney as described in a deed recorded in the
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 7975, Page 194;
Thence S 37°54'00" E along Greely Road, a distance of763.16 feet to a found iron pipe at the
corner of land now or formerly of the Town of Cumberland Val Halla Country Club as described in
Book 3710, Page 272;
Thence S 53°12'30" W along the land of the Town of Cumberland, a distance of 580.46 feet to a
point;
Thence N 37°54'00" W along land of the Town of Cumberland and along land now or formerly of
James A. Murray, Jr. and Anne J. Murray as described in Book 6529, Page 55, a distance of 763.16
feet to a found iron pipe at the corner of land now or formerly of Robert B. Yeaney and Jacqueline
I. Yeaney as described in Book 4724, Page 160;
Thence N 53°12'30" E along land of Yeaney and along land of Blanchard, a distance of 580.46 feet
to the point of beginning.
Containing 10.17 Acres, more or less.
Subject to a utility easement as described in an Easement Deed recorded in the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds to Central Maine Power Company and New England Telephone and Telegraph

Company from Cumberland Water District dated September 14, 1964 and recorded in Book 2877,
Page 331.
Subject to a utility easement as described in an Easement Deed to Central Maine Power Company
and New England Telephone and Telegraph Company from Portland Water District dated
December 17, 1965.
The source of bearings for this description was from a plan entitled "Standard Boundary Survey for
Town of Cumberland of The Portland Water District Lot" dated July 27, 2001, by Boundary Points
Professional Land Surveying in Westbrook, Maine.
Meaning and intending to describe a single parcel of land on the southwesterly side of Greely Road
and being the same premises as described on the southwesterly side of Greely Road in a deed to
Portland Water District from Cumberland Water District dated June 4, 1964 and recorded in the
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 2899, Page 301.
Prepared by:

-::Ua--'o-1':E✓
David Bouffard
;¥'L{
a...-/'

Professional Land Surveyor

Apr-1B-01
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AMIDON APPIUTSAL COMPANY
477 Congress Street, Suite 323
Po,·tland, MF, 04101-3439
TEL: (207) 87'>-6056
FAX: (207) 879-0217
E-MAIL: l 1 MAMIDON(q}aol.com
www .amidonapprnisal.t~om

April 18, 2001
Robert Benson, Town Manager
'J'own ol'Cumbcrlan<l
P.O. l3ox 12~

Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Dear Mr. Benson:
In accordance with your request, r have reviewed the wdland sut'vey report provided by
you and conducted by Mmk Hampton Associate~ on a 9.0..t AC land parcel owned by
Po1tlund Water District locatccl at 262 Greely Road, Cumberland Center, Maine, to
determine if these wetlands would impact the value of the property concluded in my
appraisal report dated July 9, 1999 for Portland Water District. ln the valuation of the
properly. I concluded tlml Lh~highest and be,sl us1; v,,asthe split of lhe parcel and
development of the two lots as sin~lc•family building lots. Due to the location ofthe
wc:tlands within the properly (that is, in the southeusl emncr and a small-pocketed wetland
nt~urthe from right comer mljaccnt to Greely Rm.tu), more than suffident land area is
available for huildirtg sites, wells and septic systems if the land were developed with singlefamily houses. Therefore, the values concluded in my original report arc not impucteJ.

Ir you have m1y further
Respcdl'ully

questions or comments, please do not hesitate to eontact me.

submitted,

~,'//✓.A~

Patricia ·rvr.
Amiuon, M/\1
Maine Ce11i11edGeneral Appraiser# 113
New Hampshire Certified Oencral Appraiser #523

P.01

MAY-31-01
THU10:31 AM JBG&H

FAXNO.2078717068

P.02/02

Cumberland Housing, AuthoJjty:
Moved to expend up to $140,000 from reserves to purchase a nine (9) acre parcel
on Greely Road (Map __ , Lot __ ) from the Portland Water Distiict as a site
for a possible future housing project, subject to an affirmative vote by the
Cumberland Town Council to accept title to said premises if purchased.

Cumberland Town Connell:
Moved to accept title in the name of the Town of Cumberland of a nine (9) acre
parcel on Greely Road to be purchased by the Cumberland Housing Authority
from the Po1tland Water district and to hold the same for a possible future housing
project to be developed by the said Housing Authority.
-::1

MAY-31-01
THU10:31 AM JBG&H

P.01/02

FAXNO.2078717068
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TELECOPIER TRANSMITTAL
INFORMATION
TO:
TELECOPIER NO.:
FROM:

Bob Benson
829-2224

-----------------------------Ken Cole

This transmission consists of

I pages,

DATE:

Jviay31, 2001

including this cover sheet.

Please deliver this telecopy immediately upon receipt. If there has been an uncorrected
error in transmission, please call our office at the nwnber listed above.
Return telecopy phone number, direct line is: (207) 775- 7935.
Thank you.

THIS MESSAGEIS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USEOF THE INDIVIDUALOR
ENTITY TO WHICH IT IS ADDRESSEDAND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS
PRIVILEGED,CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
APPLICABLE LAW.
If the reader of this n1essageis not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
us immediately by telephone and return the original message to us at the above address via the U. S. Postal Service.
1bank you.

Land for Maine's Future Farmland Protection Program Highlights

I.

The program works with the Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources and
cooperating entities to bring farmland protection proposals to the Land for Maine's Future
Board.

2.

LMF protects farmland through the purchase of development rights, placement of
conservation easements, and in some cases, outright purchase.

3.

If the primary purpose ofa proposal is to protect a working farm, and it has a secondary or
minor conservation or recreation component, then the project falls under the farmland
category (as opposed to conservation or recreation).

4.

Proposals are scored based on criteria related to productivity of land, documented threats
from conversion, significance to regional and local markets, open space and public benefits as
they relate to scenic and landscape values, character of the town/region where it is situated,
public access opportunities, and community support for farmland protection.

5.

LMF requires a match greater than or equal to 1/3 of the total eligible project costs. (30% of
which can be in-kind services such as appraisal, title work, etc.; the other 70% must be land,
cash or other tangible assets such as giving title or an easement to a dedicated
stewardship/management endowment of the state agency that will hold title or easement).

. August 22, 2001
Town of Cumberland
Town Council
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Dear Cumberland Town Council:
Please accept this letter as an expression of my willingness to participate in the application process
for consideration of the purchase of my property on Range Road in Cumberland under the Land for
Maine's Future program.
I understand that a requirement of this process is that I am willing to accept at or below fair market
value for the land. I have reviewed the appraisal prepared by Amidon Appraisal Company dated May 1,
2001 and would be willing to sell the land at the price contained therein.
I look forward to working with the Town of Cumberland on this project.

Sincerely,

Dale S. Rines
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August 21, 2001
Carla Nixon, Assistant Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Re:

Board Appointment Issues

Dear Carla:

It is my understanding that the Town is looking to develop a policy regarding committee
and board appointments. I strongly recommend that such a policy be adopted since there are a
number of issues that can be confronted by the Council in making these appointments. If there is
a clear policy, you can avoid either confusion and/or hurt feelings as a result of
misunderstandings.
The initial decision that the Council really needs to grapple with is whether they wish to
limit Town employees from serving on these committees. There is no specific prohibition in
state law or the Town's Charter, but any policy should be sensitive of the Town Manager's
personnel and administrative role versus the Council's policy-making and legislative authority.
Also, if employees are involved with a board or committee that has oversight of their particular
department, it could create an improper conflict of interest. Further, this issue relates to the
question of whether members of committees should reside in Town, since many employees may
not be town residents. Residency could be required if it is so desired, but there is no direct
prohibition other than a few statutory boards such as the Board of Appeals, Planning Board and
Board of Assessment Review which require municipal residents. Similarly, to the extent that
employees are permitted to serve, the Council needs to address the issue of whether to allow
family members of employees to serve. Again, there is no prohibition so long as there is no
conflict of interest created by virtue of having a family member involved in an oversight board.
For example, the Personnel Appeals Board might hear an appeal directly from a family member
or someone in that individual's department.
An aadftional issue tnatshoulcl pro6ably be aclaressed is wlieflier or not theCouncil
wishes to limit appointments to boards and committees so that no individual can serve on more
than one. Again, this may make sense in terms of spreading around community involvement
except the problem often arises that there are not enough volunteers. This could be left
discretionary or unstated. The other issue that often arises in this area is whether the Council

Jensen Baird
Gardner&Henry

August 21, 2001
Page 2
should be limited from appointing their own family members to Town committees or boards.
Again, there is no direct prohibition in the Town Charter. However, there is one statute that does
prohibit spouses from serving on a Council and the Zoning Board of Appeals. This statute does
not overlap to the Assessment Board or the Planning Board. Given the Personnel Appeals
Board's relation to the Council, I would suggest that no family member of a councilor be put on
this board either.
In summary, so long as the appointments do not create a conflict of interest, there is no
reason that employees and their family members cannot serve. Such a policy might also address
the specific application form by which you could address qualifications for the vanous
committees by asking for certain expertise or background relevant to particular boards.
I hope this helps you in developing this policy. If there is anything further I can do for
you in this regard, please let me know.
Very truly ours,

KMC/ab

+
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August 13, 2001
Town Council
Cumberland Town Offices
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Councilors:
It's time for Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry's biennial Municipal Client Seminar.
Our purpose is to review current legal issues, the new laws enacted by the 121st Maine
Legislature ( effective September 21, 2001) and the implications of these new laws for Maine
municipalities. This seminar is presented free of charge and will be held at:

Sheraton Tara Hotel
363 Maine Mall Road
South Portland, Maine
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2001
Agenda: 5:30 - 6:00 p.m. Registration
6:00 - 6:30 p.m. Light Supper
6:30 - 8:30 p.m. Program
• Legislative Overview
• Current I'viunicipai Law Issues
• Recent Zoning and Planning Issues
• Developments in Environmental Law
• Labor and Employment Law Legislation and Cases

If officials from your municipality plan to attend, please complete and return the
enclosed Registration Form and return it by Friday, September 7, 2001. Thank you.
Sincerely,

William H. Dale
Enclosure

JBG&H

Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry

MUNICIPAL CLIENT SEMINAR
Thursday, September 13, 2001 at Sheraton Tara Hotel
5:30 - 8:30 p.m.

REGISTRATION FORM

I, ________

______,-----------

(name)

( office)

of the City/Town of ________________

_

plan to attend the Municipal Client Seminar.

Please complete and return this form by Friday, September 7, 2001 to:

By mail:

Leslie Durgin
Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry
P.O. Box 4510
Portland, ME 04112

By fax:

Leslie Durgin
(207) 775-7935

By e-mail:

LDurgin@jbgh.com

TowN
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~
CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

August 16, 2001

Francis M. Small
6 Crossing Brook Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Francis:
This letter is your official notification that on August 6, 2001, the Cumberland
Town Council voted to grant the Cumberland Fam1ers Club a Mass Gathering Pem1it for
the annual Cumberland County Fair being held on September 23rd through September
30, 2001

at the Cumberlancl Fairgrounds.

Please notify me when you definately know who the alcohol vendors will be for the
Club House and the Beer Garden as they need to get a Liquor License approved by the
Town of Cumberland, required by the State of Maine Bureau of Liquor Enforcement,
before they can operate at the fair.
Please feel free to call me at 829-5559

should you have any questions.

Sincerely,

4\..z~
Kla{a M. Norton
Town Clerk

tv:J
MEMORANDUM

To:

Robert Benson, 7own Manager

From: Carla Nixon\fusistant

Town Manager

Re:

Monday Holiday Re-scheduling

Date:

August 16, 200 I

As you are aware, the Town Council meets the 2nd and 4th Mondays of each month and the
MSAD Board of Directors meets the )st and 3 rd Mondays. Sometimes, when a Monday holiday
occurs, the Council will decide to meet the next Monday night following the holiday. Since we
are now televising Council and School Board meetings, the Council might want to consider
adopting a policy that they will meet the Tuesday evening following a Monday holiday. I have
checked to make sure that such a Tuesday night meeting would not conflict with either the
Planning Board (they meet the 3 rd Tuesday of each month) or the Board of Appeals (they meet on
nd
the 2 Thursday of each month).
Please let me know if you have any questions.

(COY-.:)

Maine Municipal
Association
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60 COMMUNITY DRIVE
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330-9486
[207) 623-8428

www.memun.org

To:

Key Municipal Officials

Fr:

Geoff Herman

Re:

Survey of residential prope1ty values by category

Date:

August 13, 2001

As you may be aware, a tremendous oppottunity to give comprehensive tax
reform serious legislative consideration has been made available with the creation of a
special legislative task force.
A provision in the state budget bill enacted in June establishes a 14-member
legislative panel known as the "Education Funding Reform Committee". The Committee
is charged with developing a package of comprehensive tax reform legislation for the
consideration of the 120th Legislature during its second legislative session (in 2002).
The tax reform package must be designed to provide more state money for
education, provide prope1ty tax relief for homeowners and businesses, and balance the
primary methods of raising taxes between the property tax, sales tax and personal income
tax. The Committee's recommendation is to be presented to the Legislature in 2002 and
the lawmakers can either reject or adopt the proposal or send it out to the voters in a
November, 2002 referendum.
Although no specific refonn package has been developed yet, the original sponsor
of this tax reform legislation (Rep. Barney McGowan, Pittsfield) would like to explore
the Michigan model, which places a cap on the prope1ty tax mill rate for Maine residents
and businesses that can be applied for educational purposes. To learn more about the
impact of that proposal, we need to obtain some information regarding the value of
residential property in all Maine communities that is owned or occupied "primary"
residential property versus the value of "non-primary" residential property.
For that purpose, we've prepared the enclosed one-page, four-question survey that
should be filled out by your municipal assessor. You and your colleagues in the town
office are probably sick of filling out surveys for us, and I don't blame you, but we
wouldn't be asking for this information if it wasn't crucial for the development of the
comprehensive tax reform recommendation. Please give us a hand with this, if you are

~le:Th anks.

Residential Property Value Survey
August 2001
Please take the time necessary to complete this survey and return it in the enclosed self
addressed stamped envelope by September 41 2001. The purpose of this survey is to collect data
about the value and type of residential property in your municipality that is not already available
from the municipal valuation return or other sources. MMA and Maine Revenue Services
believe that this supplemental information will assist a specially convened legislative task force
that is charged with developing a comprehensive tax reform recommendation specifically
designed to relieve the property tax.
Your assistance in this effort will be greatly appreciated.

Name:
\.A..Jil.L-11~

Municipality:

14~1Le¥

C.v,~~F..J<.l,t}_tvD

Telephone:
L&-o::i) 't, ~Cle~ o- d-0

':1.

1. Total Municipal Residential Value - is the total value of real estate used, year-round or
seasonally, as a single family residence (i.e., please do not include multi-family rental housing of
any kind or the business/store use portion of a residence).
$

2. Total Value of Multi-Family Housing with Less than 4 Units

3. Total Value of Multi-Family Housing with 4 or More Units
$ ___

....
1......
?:i....,_\;-4_.__,_c"""-n...__
__
I

4. Total Value of Eligible Homestead Property - is the total real estate value (i.e., not just the
first $7,000 of exempt value) of primary residential property owned by residents who are eligible
to receive Maine's Homestead Exemption benefit.
$

Thank you. F-leasereturn to Kate Dufour-by-September 4, 2001.
60 Community Dr
Augusta, ME 04330
Fax: 626-5947
E-mail: kdufour@memun.org
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Mr. Robert Benson
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

15, August 2001

Dear Mr. Benson:
This is to update you regarding the letter I sent on 6 June 2001 regarding the
proposal for grant money for Forest Lake. The proposal was successful. The
amount of the grant will be $47,000.00 The money will become available on
April first of 2002.The Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation
District (CCSWCD) will provide the Technical assistance. The first Phase
will consist of a survey of the watershed with Forest Lake Association
volunteer help trained by the CCSWCD. The second phase will provide for
the development of a Management Plan, culminating from the survey phase,
It is anticipated that the next step just prior to April 2004 will be to acquire
additional Grant moneys to fix toose problems identified during the survey
and resulting management Plan. The proposal seed money provided by the
Forest Lake Association treasury, in the amount of $2450.00 and
Windham's $1000.00 worked successfully to acquire the Grant money as did
the cooperation, support and interest, shown by the towns of Gray and
Cumberland.
The first step that will occur in March of 2002, will be the assignment of a
volunteer Steering Committee. The project will end in April,2004.
Continuation will rely on additional Grant money.
I will keep you informed of all important activities with respect to this
subject as they evolve.
Thanks to you and the Town Council for your support in this endeavor.

-

President
Forest Lake Association

TOWN OF YARMOUTH
P.O. BOX 907
YARMOUTH, MAINE 04096

NATHANIEL J. TUPPER
Town Manager
(207) 846-9036
FAX (207) 846-2403
Email: ntupper@yarmouth.me.us

August 20, 2001

Mr. Robert Benson
Town Manager
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Bob:
The Yarmouth Town Council cordially invites the members of the Freeport
Town Council, the Cumberland Town Council and the North Yarmouth Board of
Selectmen, along with Dale, Scott and you to join us for a buffet dinner and
informal discussions at the USM Stone House Conference Center at Wolfe's
Neck in Freeport from 6:00-9:00 P.M. on Wednesday, October 3, 2001.
The primary intent of this gathering is to have the elected officials of the
four towns become better acquainted with each other, which hopefully will
encourage the exchange of ideas and the sharing of thoughts on how to solve
common issues. We feel there is a lot to be gained from hearing how elected
officials in neighboring towns address issues that are coming up in all our towns.
Often our staffs' get together to share ideas and problem solve, but our
"politicians" very rarely have the same chance.
There will be no formal agenda other than to facilitate discussions among
elected officials. I would like to get together with the Chairs of each town's
elected body in advance to discuss how best to conduct the gathering. If you
would e-mail me (rperry@virtualtownhall.yarmouth.me.us), the daytime phone
number for your council chair, I will contact him directly to set up a preliminary
meeting.
We sincerely hope everyone will be able to attend and be ready to share
their experiences in how they address issues in their respective towns. We
forward to meeting you and having you as our guests for the evening.
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Nat Tupper, Town Manager, will be in touch with Dale, Scott and you in
late September to get a count of attendees for dinner planning purposes. We
hope you will be in the area at that time and able to join with your peers for an
enjoyable evening.
Sincerely,

~

Yarmouth Town Council

Corporation Counsel
GaryC. Wood

CITY OF PORTLAND

Associate Counsel
Charles A. Lane
ElizabethL. Boynton
Donna M. Katsiaficas
Penny Littell

August 21, 2001
Robert Benson
Town Manager
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Re:

County Budget Resolution

Dear Mr. Benson:
Councilor Tom Kane of the Portland City Council asked that I send you a copy of
a proposed Resolution related to surplus County funds being withheld from the
Cumberland County towns and cities, and asking that these surplus County
funds be credited for local property tax relief. Also enclosed is a projection of the
estimated credits, by town, which would be provided for FY 2002.
Councilor Kane intends to present this Resolution for action on the September 5,
2001, agenda of the Portland City Council. If you would like to submit comments
on this Resolution, please send them to my attention at the address or fax
number below, and I will provide them to the Councilors. You are also invited to
submit any comments in person at the meeting which will be at 7:30 P.M. in City
Council Chambers, second floor of Portland City Hall, 389 Congress Street,
Portland.
Please !et me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely yours,

~:n ~~~

Associate Corporation Counsel
Pc:

Thomas Kane, City Councilor
Joseph E. Gray, Jr. City Manager
Gary C. Wood, Corporation Counsel

389 Congress Street • Portland, Maine 04101-3509 • (207) 874-8480 • FAX 874-8497 • TTY 874-8936

RESOLUTION REQUIRING THE CUMBERLAND COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS TO PROPERLY ACCOUNT FOR
AND APPLY SURPLUS FUNDS TO REDUCE THE FY02
CUMBERLAND COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT

WHEREAS, current state law requires municipalities to collect taxes for counties; and
WHEREAS, in Cumberland County the Budget Advisory Committee cannot bind the
Commissioners in the final formulation or approval of the annual County budget;
and
WHEREAS, between 1990 and 2002, Portland taxpayers' assessment by the County for
county taxes has increased from $1,615,330 to $2,990,980, or over 85%; and
WHEREAS, there have been no increases in County services to the City that justify such
an increase in County taxes; and
WHEREAS, despite efforts by Town Boards of Selectmen and City Councilors
throughout the County to force the County Commissioners to better control their
spending of taxpayers' money and to reduce their constantly-increasing tax levies;
and
WHEREAS, state law in effect in FYO I set a ten percent limit on how much surplus the
County could retain for purposes other than to reduce the property tax levy; and
WHEREAS, that same law required any surplus greater than ten percent to be applied to
reduce the tax levy; and
WHEREAS, the County's audited figures show that in FYOO they had an unbudgeted
surplus of at least $192,417 that should have been used to reduce the FY02
County tax assessment; and
WHEREAS, the County maintains a "2002 budget reconciliation" account in the amount
of $750,000 that is clearly a surplus; and
WHEREAS, certain other accounts maintained by the County, namely a technology fund
account of $750,000 and future space needs account of $1,608,435, are also
surplus funds because they cannot be properly classified as Ga i al reserve
accounts as defined by state law; and
~,z.3242i::·
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WHEREAS, these accounts total $3,300,852 more than the l 0% limit' and therefore must
be used to reduce the FY02 county tax levy for each town according to the
attached chart; and
WHEREAS, the County has yet to file the annual audit repo11 required by 30-A
M.R.S.A. §921 with the State Department of Audit, or otherwise identify the use
for which several of the above-described accounts were created;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Portland City Council demands that
the FY02 Cumberland County budget and tax levy on Cumberland County
municipalities be reduced by $3,300,852 and, that the County Commissioners and
County Manager file the annual reports required by State law forthwith; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Council authorizes the Corporation
Counsel to take whatever actions necessary, including litigation, to ensure that
these funds are returned to the cities and towns of Cumberland County.

0:IOFFICEIELIZABE1\0ROER\county
bt1dge1res.doc

Estimated Town Benefit from Proposed Refund
Based on 2001 Tax Distribution Schedule
Cumberland County Cities & Towns
Aug 17, 2001
Town

Baldwin
Bridgtor,
Brunswick
Cape Elizabeth
Casco·
Cumberland
Falmouth
Freeport
Frye Island:
Gortram
Gray·
Harpswell
Harrison
Long Island
Naples
New Gloucester.
North Yarmouth'·
Portland
Pownal
Raymond·
Scarborough
Sebago
Sbuth Portland
Standish·
Westbrook
Windham
Yarmouth
Total

~.

2001

Proposed

Property
Valuation

Credit

2002

72,550,000
365,350,000
1,130,600,000
814,150,000
245,100,000
603,100,000
997,250,000
811,300,000
46,900,000
643,800,000
383,700,000
621,850,000
198,750,000
40,400,000
274,800,000
196,600,000
187,400,000
3,873,900,000
88,700,000
406,950,000
1,374,950,000
154,050,000
1,925,300,000
471,200,000
965,800,000
827,000,000
882,000,000

12,873
64,825
200,605
144,456
43,489
107,009
176,944
143;951
8,322
114,231
68,081
110,336
35,265
7,168
48,758
34,883
33,251
687,355
15,738
72,206
243,960
27,333
341,610
83,606
171,364
146,736
156,495

18,603,450,000

3,300,852
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ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND THE ESTIMATED
TOWN BENEFIT CHART WHICH WAS
INADVERTEDL Y LEFT OUT OF OUR MAILING
DATED AUGUST 21, 2001- COUNTY BUDGET
RESOLUTION.
PLEASE CONTACT ELIZABETH BOYNTON AT
874-8480 WITH ANY QUESTIONS.

. ..

MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/ NORTH YARMOUTH
P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad5l.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Agenda
Wednesday
August 29, 2001

7:00 PM

Cumberland Town Hall Council Chambers

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Vice Chairperson, Kim True.
2. Approval of Minutes
3. Presentations
4. Committee Reports
a) Steering Committee Report: Update on Middle School Concept Approval
5. Items for Action
a) Appointment of individuals to teaching positions for the 2001-2002 school year
b) Vote to approve coaching positions
6. Adjourn Meeting ___

8/29/01 BOD Agenda

PM

1

Upcoming Meetings/Events

8/30/01 - Drowne Rd. Multi-age Picnic
9/3/01 - Labor Day
9/4/01 - First day of school
9/5/01 - Grade 4 Open House, 7:00 PM
9/5/01 - First Practice, Jr. High Fall Athletics
9/6/01 - Grade 6 Open House, 7:00 PM
9/6/01 - MIW Cookout, 5:30 PM
9/7/01 - GHS STP Community Service Fair, 10:30 AM - Noon
9/10 through 9/14: Grade 7 to Camp Kieve
9/10/01 - Grade 5 Open House, 7:00 PM
9/11/01 - Kindergarten Open House, 6:30 - 8:30 PM
9/12/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:12 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
9/13/01 - Grade 7 Parent Night at Camp Kieve
9/13/01 - Grade 1 Open House
9/14/01 - GJHS STP Community Service Fair, 10:30 AM - Noon
9/18/01 - Rosh Hashanah
9/19/01 - Grade 3 Open House, 6:30 - 8:00 PM
9/19/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:12 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
9/20/01 - GHS Open House, 7:00 PM
9/24/01 - Grade 2 Open House, 6:30 - 8:00 PM
9/26/01 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:12 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
9/26/01 - GJHS Open House, 7:00 PM
9/26/01 - GJHS Photos
9/27/01 - Yorn Kippur
9/27/01 - Volunteer Orientation Coffee at Val Halla
Next Meeting:

Tuesday, September 4, 2001 - Mabel I. Wilson Multipurpose Room
- Straw Vote

8/29/01 BOD Agenda
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'MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/NORTH

YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box GA
Cumberland Center, ME 04021
Web site: www.msad5l.org-

Phone: 829-4800

Board of Directors

Minutes
Monday
7:00 PM

June 25, 2001

MSAD #51 Superintendent's

Office

1. Call to Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Mary Schendel at 7:05 p.m.
Attendance:

Board of Directors: John Aromando, Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Polly Haight Frawley, Audrey Lones,
Kim True, Bob Vail
Administrators: Wayne Fordham, Jack Hardy, Pat Palmer, Scott Poulin, Susie Robbins
2.

Approval of the Minutes - of the Board of Directors meetings held on June 18, 2001.

Motioned
2nd ed.
Voted: To approve the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held on June 18, 2001.
(Voted: 6-0, 2 absent}
3. Items for Action

a)

Executive Session - Negotiations

Motioned

2nd ed

Voted: To enter into Executive Session. (Voted: 6-0, 2 absent}
Motioned
2nd ed.
Voted: To come out of Executive Session. (Voted: 6-0, 2 absent)
b) Vote to ratify 2001-2004 Secretaries/Educational Technicians Agreement
Motioned
2nd ed.
Voted: To ratify 2001-2004 Secretaries/Educational Technicians Agreement. (Voted: 6-0, 2 absent}
4. Adjourn Meeting 7:24 PM

6/25/01 BOD Minutes

CNixon
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Phipps, James E. Uphipps@preti.com]
Tuesday, August 14, 2001 1:15 PM
'Moriarty, Stephen W.'
'Damon, Donna'; 'Lambert, John F.'; 'Benson, Robert B.'; 'Nixon, Carla'
8/13 Council Meeting

This e-mail
is intended
solely
for the addressee
only.
If you are not the
intended
recipient
of this
message,
you must not read,
use or disseminate
the information.
Instead,
please
notify
the sender
and delete
the message
from your system.
CONFIDENTIAL:
Dear Steve,
As Chair of the Council,
I want to thank
you for a
productive
meeting
last
evening.
There were indeed
many worthwhile
issues
developed
during
the meeting
and a number of ideas
worth pursuing
and
potentially
getting
into
the Council's
goals
for the coming year were
discussed.
I trust
that
Donna and other
Councilors
will
track
these.
I attended
the meeting
to speak on the last
agenda
item.
Unfortunately,
there
was insufficient
time to cover
the growth permitting
regulations
before
the Council
had to leave
for the return
trip
to the mainland.
I
would appreciate
it if you could
arrange
for these
comments to be
distributed
to the Councilors
in the next packet
or when this
issue
comes
on an up-coming
agenda.

up

I strongly
urge the Council
to allow the changes
to the growth
management
ordinance
approved
in the spring
of 2001 to have an effect
before
inacting
any further
amendments
so we can determine
if they are working.
In my view,
several
90 day cycles
must be allowed
to expire
so we can see if people
are
converting
their
permits,
or allowing
them to expire
and role
over to the
next applicant
in line.
In my view,
the council
should
not amend the
ordinance
before
January
2002 in order
to see how well the ordinance
as
currently
in place
is working.
One exception
(along
the lines
John Lambert
suggested)
would be to provide
for an authentic
low income housing
exception.
As I see it,
such an
exception
would exempt all housing
units
owned either
(1) by a low income
housing
coop organized
pursuant
to the Maine Cooperative
Affordable
Housing
Ownership
Act (13 M.R.S.A.
1741 et seq.),
or (2) by a nonprofit
50l(c) (3)
low income housing
corporation.
(A third
(and more simple)
alternative
form
of ownership
would be municipal
as used for the senior
housing
in
Cumberland.)
Each of these
alternate
forms of ownership
would provide
for
rental
housing
to low income and very low income families
and the tenants
would not share
in any appreciation
in the underlying
real
estate.
Such
appreciation
would be locked
into
the ownership
entity
that
would be managed
for public
purposes.
In this
regard,
I would be willing
to work with the Council
and Town staff
in order
to see if a group of islanders
could be interested
in this
effort
as an ad hoc town committee.
I envision
seeking
private
contributions
of
land,
or contributions
of funds
for the purchase
of land for the development
of housing
units.
Cost-s of constr-uetion
eould be financed
with debt--ser-vi-ce
paid
from rental
income.
An exception
to the growth
cap for housing
truly
dedicated
to meet the needs
of low income people
who are trying
to make a living
on and around
Chebeague
would be a step
forward,
but no other
exceptions
to the growth
cap should
be
considered
until
the recently
adopted
changes
to the ordinance
are given
a
chance
to operate
so we can determine
if the ordinance
as currently
in
effect
is working.
I urge the Council
to make changes
to the growth cap
very slowly
as the ordinance
is a rather
blunt
instrument
and its effects
1

need time to operate
so we can evaluate
how it is working.
Changes
to the
ordinance
cannot
be designed
effectively
if we can't
evaluate
the impact
of
the existing
rules
and predict
the effects
of proposed
changes.
In conclusion,
please
go slowly
in this
area,
but if the Council
is
interested
in true
low income housing
for Chebeague,
then I'd be glad to
assist
by chairing
a committee
to develop
a real
project
for the future
of
affordable
housing
for working
islanders.
- Jim
James S. Phipps,
Ssq.
Preti,
Flaherty,
Beliveau,
Pachios
One City Center,
P. 0. Box 9546
Portland,
Maine
04112-9546
Phone:
- (207) 791-3000
Fax:
- (207) 791-3111
email:
- jphipps@preti.com
- WWW.Preti.com
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CumberlandCode Office
#

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
-22

Date
1ime
Received Received
07123 01
07/24 01
08/10 01
05/01 '01
05/14/01
05/22/01
05/23/01
05/23/01
05 25/01
06 06/01
06 07/01
06 22/01
07/13701
07/18/01
07/19/01
07/27/01
08/10/01

8:49
10:33
10:05
9: 15
8:00
11:53
8:00
4:05
8:36
3:13
8:00
9:01
11:36
10:55
9:21
8:35
11:05

08/17/2001

2001-02Growth Permits

suoaiv1sion
Tvoe
Name
Last
First
Mao Lot
Street
Issued
Habitat
Habitat
'
AM Island
Martin
John & Kimberly
I04
9 South Road 07/23/01
AM Island
Thaxter
John C.
I03
33 2 Walker Roa 07 24/01
AM Island
Merriam Pein Biber
Cvnthia
I04
142 East Shore D 08 15101
AM Non-subdiv
Burr
Heather
R02
38 228 Middle R, 07 02/01
AM Non-subdiv
Maher
Peter
Ul4B
16 Shadv Run Le 07, 02/01
AM Non-subdiv
Minott
Marshall
R06
18 Greely Rd Ex 07,02/01
AM Non-subdiv
J. S. Wvse Builders Inc
ROS 42B Bruce Hill Ro, 07/02/01
PM Non-subdiv
Lalumiere
Marv
UlO
1 Amanda's We 07/02/01
AM Non-subdiv
Maloney-Kelly
Theresa A.
R07 72A Maloney Rido 07/02/01
PM Non-subdiv
Morrison
Roland
RSA 7B 1 Lupine Lam 07/02/01
AM Non-subdiv
Steele
Hollv
110
6 Stave Island 07 02/01
AM Non-subdiv
Noel
Kathleen M.
R07
14 112 Mill Road 07/02/01
AM Non-subdiv
Terison
Scott
ROSA 63 Intimidator t.; 07, 17/01
AM Non-subdiv
Machesney
Nancv
R04A 10 56 Greely Rd 07123/01
AM Non-subdiv
McCauley
Richard
UlO
1 Amanda's We 07 23/01
AM Non-subdiv
Verrill
Scott R.
U16
7A Rt 100/RangE 08106/01
AM Non-subdiv
J. S. Wyse Builders Inc
UlO
7C Wyman Way 08/15/01
Non-subdiv
Non-subdiv
'
Non-subdiv
Non-subdiv
Non-subdiv
Non-subdiv
Non-subdiv
Non-subdiv
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
s~u::::b~d:.:..civ:.:;is~io~nc:_j...
____
-l-------l-------l---+--+-----l------+----+-----+-----,--+----+------i
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision
Subdivision

Time

Accept by BTagAppl Bu11oing Date
Date
Due
Permit
Issued

I
1:22 PM
3: 18 PM
8:20 AM
12:50 PM
12:51 PM
12:54 PM
10:55 PM
12:57 PM
1:20 PM
1:21 PM
1:00 PM
1:23 PM
8:06 AM
1: 11 PM
1:17 PM
8:34 AM
8:29 AM

08/23/01
08/24/01
09/15 01
08/02'01
08/02 01
08/02'01
08/02/01
08/02/01
08/02/01
08/02/01
08702/01
08/02/01
08/17/01
08/23/01
08/23/01
09/06/01
09/15/01

10/02,.(01
10/02/01
10/02/01
10/02/01 01-119
10/02/01
10/02/01
10/02/01 01-126
10/02Y01 01-145
10/02/01
10/17 1/01
10/23/01

I
11/15/01

I
I

1

I
I
I
1

I
I
I
I

I

I

1

I

I
1

07/03/01

07/03/01
07/23/01

ate
# I Received

1107/17/00
2 I01119100
3 I07 19 oo
4 09/12/00
los 01 oo
6 08/14/00
7 109 11 00
8 09/12/00
9 I09120100
10 I 10/18/00
ITfll/29
00
12 01/09/01
13101 09 01
14 06/27/01

s

1 I01112100

2 I 01/14100
3 I0112s100
4108 22/00
5 09/06/00
6 I 0911s100
7 I09121100
8 I 09/28/oo
9 I09 28 oo
10 10 12 00
11 11/15/00
12111/15 00
13 11 16/00
14 11/16/00
Isl 11721;00
16 I 11/29/00
l 7 ! 12/04/00
18! 1~26/00
19I 01102 01
20 03 16 01
21 04 17 01
22 04/19/01
1 ! 07/_QS/00
2 I 08103/oo
3 I 11101100
4 11/30/00
1
5 Ol/10/01
6 I 03;1s;o1
7 03 19 01
8 06/27/01
9
10
11

08/17/2001

2000-01GrO'NthPermits

Town of Cumberland

ime
~vision
Map
First
Received ___lyQ_e
Name
Last
Habitat
Habitat
3:42 PMIIsland
Division Shorq Minor
Paul
107
1: 00 PMI Island
Division Point! Richards
Paul & Kathleen
107
4: 43 PMI Island
Da_y_ton
Robert & Joan
101
Rugh
3:11 PMIIsland
Aaron
106
Leila andSu-hail
3: 02 PMIIsland
Bisharat
103
1: 35 PMIIsland
Hunt
Robert & Winter
103
8:08 AMI Island
Moulton
John
IOI
3: 46 PMI Island
Liblri_
Robert & Paula
104
4:16 PMIIsland
Wilson
David
104
12:16 AM!Island
Hall
Peter
102
1: 18 PMI Island
Boisvert
Richard & Paige 103
3:49 PM!Island
Crosby
Russell & Sala, ~ 101
3: 50 PMI Island
Crosb'i_
Russell & Sala, N 101
12:25 PMIIsland
Rich
Patricia
106
9: 15 AM I Non-subdiv
Seekins
INorma
I R06
9: 10 AM I Non-subdiv
CyI_ ___
IMary
I R07
2:20 PMINon-subdiv
Shanley
I Fran
I R03
1: 09 PMINon-subdiv
Grover
!Ben
I U10
1:07 PMINon-subdiv
Boyle!William
I ROS
Lalumiere --!Mary
I U14
10:19 AMINon-subdiv
1: 52 PMI Non-subdiv
Maloney
ITimoth_y_
I R07
4:41 PMI Non-subdiv
Verrill
· !Scott
I U12
4:42 PMINon-subdiv
Verrill
~Scott
I U12
11:34 AMINon-subdiv
Patton
IHarry_~_Debo@~ R04
8:13 AMINon-subdiv
Brooks
I Roger & Elizabet! R06
1:35 PMINon-subdiv
Thompson
I Peter & Kathy I U17
2:25 AMINon-subdiv
Peterson
I Richard
I R07
5: 11 PMI Non-subdiv
Peterson
IRichard
I ROS
8:35-AMfNon-subdiv
Jordan
!Joanne
I U14
3: 18 PMINon-subdiv
Price
!James H.
I R03
8:11 AMINon-subdiv
Lalumiere
!Scott
I U12
9:30 AMINon-subdiv
Stiles
lw & Bickford~J I ROS
10:58 AM!Non-subdiv
Carley_
IKevin
I U12
10:28 AM!Non-subdiv
Stratton
IGene
I R07
3: 13 PM Non-subdiv
Nevens
Gre o & Devin U19B
2:45 PM Non-subdiv
Daiqle
Jeffrey
R02 B
10:53 AM ISubdivision Sunnyfield FalSawchuck
!Peter & Ann
I U12 A
12:22 PMISubdivision Falmouth Coil Raczkowski
I David T.
I ROSB
12: 17 PMISubdivision Valley Road Hildreth & White
I ROSA
Gallati
W. David
ROSC
2:46 PM Subdivision Idlewood
2:53 PM Subdivision Schooner Rid Carriere
Noreita
R02 A
l R03 A
9:42 AM !Subdivision Falmouth Co4 Bauer and Gilman
Cuitfs_&_Eiaine R02 A
8:41 AM Subdivision Greet Pines In raham
Sledjeski
Lee & Elizabeth ROSC
1:34 PM Subdivision Idlewood

a

Street

Lot

Issued

Time

Date

Accept y B
Date

Issued

65 !Bar Point Rd I 07/20/00111:20

AMI 08/20/00 I 10/20/00I 00-280 10/19/00
55 IBluff Head Rd 07/20[00111:30 AM I 08/20/00 I 10/20/00 I 00-279 10/19/00
21 A 1646 South Rcj07/20/00 I 11:35 AM I 08/20/00 I 101/20/00 I 00-239 08/23/00
8 A North Road 04/06/01 11:45 AM 05/06/01 07/05/01 01-127 07/03/01
106 South Road 04/12/01 11:45 AM 05/12/01 07/12/01 01-132_ 07/12/01
68 B South Road 04/12/01 11:45 AM 05/12/01 07/12/01 01-123, 07/03/01
76 38 Proctor Dr 04/12/01 11 :45 AM 05/12/01 07 /12/01 01-122 07/03/01
90 c !West Vie_i,,__@__QSLQJLQ_l
Li_o:25 AMI 06/03[0TIW03/0l
l 01-105 06/21/01
90 D Isunset Road I 05/02/01 I 10:oo AM I 06/02/01 I08/02[01 I 01-129 07/10/01
12 A I 12 South Roal05/03/01 I 10:35 AM I 06/03[01 I 08/03/01 I 01-104 06/21/01
130 B !North Road I 06/04/01 j 8:46 AM j 07/04/01 j 09/04/01 I 01-115 06/29[01
15 ICottage Roadj 06/04/01 I 8:55 AM I 07/04/01 I 09/04/01
15 ICottage Roadj 06/04/01 j 8:55 AM I 07/04/01 I 09/04/01
7 !Littlefield Ro~06/27/01l 12:28 PMI 07/27/01109/27/01
49 IBlanchard Rdj 07/17/00j
3:50 PMI 08/17/00 I 10/17/00I 00-267 I 09/29/00
72 B IMaloneys Ridj 07/17/00j
4:25 PMI 08/17/00 I 10117/00I 00-278 I 10/15/00
41 143 Harris Rod 07/27/00I 9:10 AMI 08/27/00 I 10/27/00I 00-276 I 10/17/00
9 F Istrawberry RI 09[14/00I
4:50 PMI 10/14/00 I 12/14/00I 00-246 I 09/18/00
64 A l26 Orchard RI 09/20/00I
3:55 PMI 10/20/00 I 12t20/00I 00-314 I 12/12/00
63 C 136 Val Halla ~ 09/22/00l 10:50 AM I 10/22/00 I 12/22/00 I 00-317 I 12/20/00
72 C Maloneys Ridj 09/29/00 I 10:03 AM 10/29/00 j 12/29/00 00-285 I 11/30/00
7 C l47 Blanchard I 10/20/00 I 11 :57 AM I 11/20/00 I 01/220/01 I 01-010 I 01/18/01
7 B I47 Blanchard I 10/20/00 I 11: 58 AM I 11/20/00 I 01/20/01 I 01-011 I 01/18/01
20 A IS Farms EdgEj10/25/00I 8:30 AM I 11/25/0QJ Ol/25L01 I 00-2~0 I 11/06/00
18 D IGreely Road j 11/16/00 I 4:58 PMI 12/16/00 I 02/116/01 I 01-017 I 02/15/01
4 F I23 Old Farm j 11/16/00 I 5:02 PMI 12/16/00 I 02/16/01 I 00-313 I 12/12/00
92 D I 108 Mill Roadl 11/21/00 I 11:39 AM I 12/21/00 I 02@.1/0l I 01-005 I 01/10/01
12 I Pleasant Vall§ 11/21/00 I 12:01 PMI 12/21/00 I 02@.1/01 I 01-020 I 02/20/01
8 B l23 Sawyer~ 11/21/00 I l:13_~M I 1_2gl/00 I 02/~l/91 I 01-004 I01/10/01
23 A IAndrea Way I 12/11/00 I 11:24 AM I 01/11/01 I 03/0-1/01 j 01-022 I 03/09/01
11 A ITreleaven_W~ 12/!2/QO_I 1: 18 PMI 01/12/01 I 03/12/01 I 01-001 I 01/03/01
35 IAlderWay
!12/27/00!
4:00PMl01/27/0ll03/27/0ll01-028l03/26/0l
11 B I 16 Treleaven I 01/04/01 I 9:03 AM I 02/04/01 I 04/04/01 I 01-014 I 01/30/01
57 Tinker Lane 03/28 01 4:15 PM 04 28/01 06/28/01 01-0~0_ 041_!1/0l
22A Mill Roa_d_ 06/01 01 11:27 AM 07 01/01 09 01 01
1
Tuttle Road 06/27/01 10:36 AM 07/27/01 09/27/01 01-110 06/27 01
6
Sunn field
07 07/00
9:30 AM 08 07/00 10/07 00 00-206 07/18/00
8 l27 Hazeltine 08/09/00 I 10:05 AM I 09/09/00 I 11/09/00 I O_Q-257I 09/27/00
15 C l42 Valley Rod 11/08/00 I 11:46 AM I 12/08/00 I 02/0_8/Q]. 00-299 j 11/14/00
20 418 Ran e R 12/13/00 10:19 AM 0113/01
03/13 01 01-012 01/18 01
34 282 Foreside 01/16/01 12:59 PM 02/16/01 04/l_§LOl 01-024 03/26/01
24 22 Muirfield 03/15 01 2:45 AM 04/15/01 06/14/01 01-082 05/29/01
35-,55 Greel Ro 0:)/26/01
1:48 PM 04 26 01 06 25 01 01-075 OS 23 01
6
58 Idlewood 06/28/01 11:30 AM 07 28/01 09/28/01

I

I

I

-,-

I

I

Townof Cumberland
Date
#

Time

I Received Received

08/17/2001

GrowthPermitsVoided

I

Type
3: 16 PMI Non-subdiv
09/19/00
1: 58 PMINon-subdiv
11/21/00
4:35 PMINon-subdiv
12/07/00
11/09/00 12:51 PMIIsland
07/03/00 11: 50 AM INon-subdiv
9: 16 AM INon-subdiv
031]&/01
4:32 PMIIsland
09/21/00
4:49 PMIIsland
01109/01
9:21 AMIIsland
01/19/01
09/08/00 11:32 AMIIsland
4:30PMTNon~subdiv
05/15/01
07/10/01 11:19 AMINon-subdiv

Isubd1v1s1on
Name
Last
ounriett
Meoli
Stockholm
Haberthur
Morrison
Meoli
Rich
Butters
West
Marshall
Doane
Chase

First
Lot I
Street
M~
Robin
11 !Treleaven Way
U12
Richard
R03
15 145 LOl}gWOOdS
Road
Benedict ROS
13 !Turk~ Lane
Robert & 103 107 BISouthRoad
Roland
ROSA 7 B 1225 Blanchard Road
Richard
R03
15 145 LOl}gWOodsRoad
Patricia
106
7 I Littlefield Road
Charles
101
1 lA ICottcJ9e Road
Susan
104 29 A1Buxhill Blvd
Barbara
103
105 !south Road
Jeffrey_
UlO
7C lwyman Way
Susan
Di2 ITD731Wasabi W_M_

]

Issued I Time !Status
09/28/00I 6:10 PMIGrowth permit expired
11a1100L2:Q2
~!Growth~errl}it~ired
N/A
IN/A
IWithdrawn by applicant
05/03/01 I 10:40 AM I Dedine<tgrowth permit
07/07/00! ~9:25 ~t,i[Building permit expired
03fl9_LQ_l~L9~ AM ~_Rermit
expired
05103/01 I 10:30 AM !Growth permit not accepted
O6/04/01 I 9:01 AM Declined growth permit
06/04L01 I 9: 11 AM I Declined growthpermft
04/12/01 I 11:45 AM !Growth permit expired
07/02/0lj 12:52 PMIGrowth permit not accepted
O77I0/Oll ~~3:f9 PM!Growth permit not accepted

I

Exemptfrom growth permit list

Town of Cumberland
Date
Received
08/10/00
09/19/00
10/03/00
11/21/00
01/18/01
01/25/01
01/31/01
12/21/00

Time
Received Type
11:59 AM Island
3:22 PM Island
8:10 AM Island
8:36 AM Island
10:47 AM Island
1:30 PM Island
11:51 AM Island
12:26 PM Island

Subdivision Name
School House Road
Cart Road Acres
Cart Road Acres
Division Shores
Division Shores
Cart Road Acres
School House Road
Nancy S. Pierce
True Sorino Farm
True Spring Farm

First
Last
Todd
Daniel and Heidi
1
Watson
Donald & Karen
2
Lloyd-Rees David & Susan
3
4
Colbeth
Clyde
Marion
Vicki
5
Pelton
6
Kenneth
7
Kidd
Dan
8
Whittemore Ahn
Braaa
9
Terrv
10
Bra_g_g_ I~ry
Eaton
11 Demolition and Rebuildino
Melinda
12
Flintlock Ridge
Spaldero Co
13
Rock Ridoe
Custom Built Home
14
Stoneoate
Chase Custom Homes
15
Rock Ridge
Ames
Peter & Alice
16
Stoneoate
Chase Custom Homes
17 Relocatinc existino dwellino
Clayton
CODD
Stoneqate
18
Chase Custom Homes
19
School House Road Clarke
Andrew
20
Flintlock Ridoe
Soaldero Co
21
Flintlock Ridqe
Spaldero Co
22
Flintlock Ridoe
Soaldero Co

septic
Mao Lot Unil
Street
Desion
106 34
School House Rd 08/10/00
107 41
Old Cart Road
06/16/00
107 50
Old Cart Road
09/29/00
-Ship Lane
107 7410/23/00
Bar Point Road
Existino
107 72
107 43
Old Cart Road
01/10/01
School House Rd 01/28/00
106 32
105 8 B
North Road
12/13/00
U04 SA
8 2 Granite Ridge
U04 SA
7 _1
__
<;,ranite Ridge
U06A -22
15 Ledoe Road
R04 16A
34 Flintlock Drive
R03B 5
68 Rock Ridge Run
R07D 7
58 Stonewall Drive
R03B 12
69 Rock Ridoe Run
R07D 14
5 Stonewall Drive
U21
9
260 Gray Rd
R07D 11
33 Stonewall Drive
106 33
School House Rd
R04 16C
48 Flintlock Drive
R04 161
33 Flintlock Drive
R04 16F
70 Flintlock Drive

7/10/01
Waiting
Exempt
Building
Permit
Permit
Date
Letter
Letter
08/17/00 04/10/01
09/25/00 04/10/01
10/10/00 04/10/01 01-114
06/29/01
11/22/00 04/10/01
01/18/01 04/10/01
01/30/01 04/10/01
03/07/01 04/10/01
12/27/00 05/03/01 I
Q0-1_9i_ 0J_f.l0/0_0
00-192
_0_7/10/00
oo-2f2sz 07/20/00
00-250
09/22/00
00-251
09/25/00
00-277
10/18/00
01-013
01/30/01
01-015
01/30/01
01-067
05/07/01
01-088
06/04/01
01-099
06/18/01
01-116
06/29/01
01-117
06/29/01
01-118
06/29/01

..
Lisa Brown
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

PublicServant1@aol.com
Wednesday, August 22, 2001 12:54 PM
smoriarty@nhdlaw.com; cnixon@cumberlandmaine.com; lbrown@cumberlandmaine.com
(no subject)

Carla or Lisa could you print this note off for Bob? I know is doesn't do
email.
Donna
Dear Bob:
I received a list from Steve the other day highlighting the concerns people
expressed at the meeting. Steve invited me to add to it so I checked my
notes and here goes.
1. The gravel pit issue- I concur with Steve that we gather more information
but I think we should take it a step further and and consider using contract
zoning if we decide to proceed. If we change the zoning as was suggested we
lose a lot of control.
2. Speed limit signs- The Library area and the church definitely need to be
included. The are between the store and the District 9 School house is an
accident waiting to happen. The road is winding, the sides have not been
mowed and it has a great deal of pedestrian and bike traffic. The Town
should consider redesigning this stretch of road or at the very least
expanding the shoulder.
3. Mowing this is a proverbial problem. Not every year but most years it
is not done in a timely manner. The day after the meeting I happened to be
on Greely Road and saw someone mowing the dies of the road. I don't know if
it was the Town. It was at that point that I realized part of the problem.
The Mainland is always mowed first which means the sides of the road on the
island grow even higher before they are cut. Most of Th. roads with
significant growth are wider, straighter and in better condition than the
island roads. The car/ pedestrian/bike ratio is much higher on the island
which has no bike paths or side walks. Two cars car barely pass on many
roads especially if bikes or pedestrians are present. People need to be able
to get off the road. I just saw a program about a study that has been
released about the frequency of accidents in areas that are rural vs.
highways because of road conditions, visibility etc. We need to address this
issue.
4. Maintenance of public areas and rights of way to the shore. We need to
develop a plan to make sure the public can use and enjoy areas that have been
set aside for them. The situation at Chandlers Cove irrespective of the
underage drinking and drug use is deplorable. Trash cans at the wharfs and
Town beach may be abused by some but may encourage others to clean up the
messes they find. The beach needs to be cleared of seaweed from time to
time. Other places do this and people here wonder why it doesn't happen here.
5. This weekend the was an unpermitted burn at Chandlers Cove and the Fire
Dept. was called out at 1:30 am. I'm sure the fire had been burning a while.
Are we going to wait until the West End burns or someone is killed in a car
before we deal with this issue? We have adults over 21 contributing to the
delinquency of minors on Town property on a regular basis and they feel that
they are exempt from the law.
6. We need to move forward with~th~ffWaldoPolnrJYaper roaas as soon as we
hear from Ken Cole.
7. We need to develop a maintenance plan and upgrades for coastal access
points. It doesn't do any good to have them if people can't use them and
don't know where they are.
8. General frustration- I think it ws evident that people had a lot of
concerns and once the lid was taken off they came gushing out. That was just
1

the beginning. People need to have more access to the Town in a productive
way. Whether that means more frequent meetings, topical meetings, a more
consistent presence by the Town Manager or assistant Town Manger, office
hours or what ever I think more of something would be helpful. Any ideas? I
am out and around all the time how can I be a more effective advocate for the
island? Many of their concerns are not big ticket items they just need to be
addressed.
Finally,
The Building Cap. People were very disappointed that we didn't have time to
address this issue. The vast majority of people who attended the meeting
were year round islanders who are not happy with this ordinance. The next
time we have an island meeting I suggest that we call Yarmouth, explain the
situation and ask CTC to be on call to take the Council home after the
meeting finishes. It takes too much time and effort to get the Council to
the island and islanders to the meeting for a meeting to be aborted in the
middle of an important issue because of the boat schedule. The agreement
with Yarmouth allows for the Town to ask for exceptions.
I am not going to debate this issue here, but I would like to bring an other
ramification of the ordinance to people's attention. That is the conversion
from business to residential properties. As the ordinance reads this
requires a growth permit and an impact fee. As we have said over and over
again, Chebeague's problems are different from the mainland. The Old Nellie
G Restaurant was in business for 3 years and a home for over 50 years. The
present owner has had to apply for a growth permit and pay an impact fee to
turn that back into a house. The issues on Chebeague are environmentally
based and a business had much more of an impact on the island than a home.
This application makes no sense to me let alone the people who live on the
island. Even more important this conversion has tied up one of the island's
growth permits. Another was already issued which leaves one left until next
July or none if the idea of two until January holds. How long will it be
before the third permit is issued and the panic happens all over again.
Despite my explanation to the contrary most people think the building cap was
abolished when they heard the Town freed up the permits in the spring. Once
the list starts it will balloon.
Another issue that concerned me was Peter Maher's comments about salt water
intrusion in the Division Point area. Most of the subdidivions which are now
exempt from the cap are in that area or in close proximity to the shore on
the North side of the island. The real estate dealers have jumped on the
band wagon and have raised the price of these lots and are advertising them
as lots with no building cap [which reinforces the uninformed islander that
the building cap has been abolished]. Steve has volunteered to come to the
next long range planning committee meeting and hear what folks have to say
about this issue. Even the committee is using the building cap as a guide as
a way not to proceed with public policy discussions.
Well that is enough for everyone to digest on a bright and shining day. I'm
off to do laundry.
Keep in touch.
Donna

2

'.
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Bob Benson

FROM:

Steve

DATE:

August 17, 2001

RE:

Follow-up to 8/13/01 Chebeague Meeting

Following up on our meeting of 8/13/01 held on Chebeague, I thought it would be
useful if I were to itemize those issues that were raised during the course of our
discussions and which require action on the part of the Town.
1.

We were asked to re-configure the ramp and floats at the new Chandler's

Pier. I understand that Adam has prepared for this and that this may be unde1way
already.
2.

A question was raised concerning the proper disposal of tires from junked

cars. We need to find out whether it is appropriate to simply leave the tires at the transfer
station as part of the normal waste stream, or whether some other method of disposition is
preferred.
3.

A schedule or outline for the re-surfacing of streets and roads on the island

should be developed and made available to the Council and to the public.
4.

Signs should be posted at Chandler's Pier prohibiting the jumping or diving

from the pier at any time.

5.

We need a memo from Barbara McPheters concerning setbacks for sandpits

in the Town under current ordinances. It would also be useful to get some input from her
on the advisability of making changes on the island. She should also compare the
Town's requirements versus the state's.
6.

Carla was going to check with Dick Bradbury concerning browntail moth

infestation, and we need to know his thoughts concerning the possible return of the moth
and how we should deal with that.
7.

I understand that speed limit signs in the vicinity of the Chebeague School

and rec. center will be posted in the near future, in accordance with the motion we
passed.
8.

We should post signs advising of a 30 mile per hour speed limit on the

island. At a minimum, as the police chief suggested, these signs should be posted at the
two piers. However, I believe it would be much more effective if the major roads were
posted with speed limit signs in the same fashion as they are on the mainland. We need a
timetable from the police chief and public works director advising us when this can be
done.

I have sent a copy of this memo to Donna Damon, and would ask her to
supplement it in the event that I have left anything out.
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MSAD #51 NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIMELINE
MSAD#Sl

SBA Recommends

I

MAY2000

ESTABLISH BUILDING COMMITTEE
ADVERTISE FOR ARCHITECT/ENGINEER

2

JUNE 2000

INTERVIEW AND HIRE ARCHITECT/ENGINEER

AUGUST 2000

2

3

JULY-OCTOBER 2000

SITE SELECTION PROCESS
PREPARE FOR STATE BOARD SITE APPROVAL

OCTOBER 2000 MAY 2001

3

PROGRAMMING

NOV. 2000-APR.

4

I

2001

4

WEEK OF l\'IAY 28,
2001

5

STRAW POLL 111

FEBRUARY 27, 2001

6

7

STRAW POLL I/IA

JUNE 4, 2001 *

7

8

SITE APPLICATION MATERIALS SUBMITTED

JUNE 11, 2001

8

CONCEPT DESIGN PHASE

APRIL- SEPT 2001

9

DOE MEETING: PROGRAM/BUDGET/SCHEDULE

JUNE 15, 2001

10

5

OCTOBER 2000

DOE MEETING:

6

DECEMBER 2000

9

SEPTEMBER-DEC

2000

to

SITE

II

OCTOBER 2000

STATE BOARD CONSTRUCTION SUBCOMMITTEE
MEETING: SITE

JULY2,200J

II

12

NOVEMBER 2000

STA TE BOARD SITE APPROVAL

JULY 11, 2001

12

13

DOE MEETING: CONCEPT DESIGN UPDATE

JULY 15, 2001

13

14

DOE MEETING: CONCEPT DESIGN REVIEW

AUGUST 12, 2001

14

15

STATE BOARD CONSTRUCTION SUBCOMMITTEE
MEETING: CONCEPT DESIGN

AUGUST 28, 2001

15

16

STRAW POLL 112

SEPTEMBER 4, 2001

16

STATE BOARD CONCEPT APPROVAL

SEPTEMBER 5, 2001

17

18

COMMUNITY INFORMATION MEETING

SEPTEMBER 2001

18

19

COMMUNITY INFORMATION MEETING

OCTOBER 2001

19

17

JANUARY 2001
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PUBLIC HEARING
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
TOWN COUNCIL
PUBLIC HEARING
The Cumberland Town Council will hold a Public Hearing to discuss a proposal for
the Cumberland Housing Authority to purchase nine (9) acres of land on Greely Road
(currently owned by Portland Water District adjacent to Val Halla) for a possible
future Senior Housing project. The Public Hearing will be held on Monday, August
27, 2001 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers at the Cumberland Town Offices, 290
Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center.
Stephen Moriarty, Council Chairman
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August 13, 2001
Town Council
Cumberland Town Offices
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Councilors:
It's time for Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry's biennial Municipal Client Seminar.
Our purpose is to review current legal issues, the new laws enacted by the 121st Maine
Legislature (effective September 21, 2001) and the implications of these new laws for Maine
municipalities. This seminar is presented free of charge and will be held at:

Sheraton Tara Hotel
363 Maine Mall Road
South Portland, Maine
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2001
Agenda: 5:30 - 6:00 p.m. Registration
6:00 - 6:30 p.m. Light Supper
6:30 - 8:30 p.m. Program
• Legislative Overview
• Current Municipai Law Issues
• Recent Zoning and Planning Issues
• Developments in Environmental Law
• Labor and Employment Law Legislation and Cases

If officials from your municipality plan to attend, please complete and return the
enclosed Registration Form and return it by Friday, September 7, 2001. Thank you.
Sincerely,

William H. Dale
Enclosure

JBG&H

Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry

MUNICIPAL CLIENT SEMINAR
Thursday, September 13, 2001 at Sheraton Tara Hotel
5:30 - 8:30 p.m.

REGISTRATION FORM

I,---------------"----------(name)

(office)

of the City/Town of ________________

_

plan to attend the Municipal Client Seminar.

Please complete and return this form by Friday, September 7, 2001 to:

By mail:

Leslie Durgin
Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry
P.O. Box 4510
Portland, ME 04112

By fax:

Leslie Durgin
(207) 775-7935

By e-mail:

LDurgin@jbgh.com

MAY-31-01
THU10:31 AM JBG&H

FAX
NO.2078717068

P.02/02

..--------

Cumberland Housing_Authopty:

Moved to expend up to $140,000 from reserves to purchase a nine (9) acre parcel
on Greely Road (Map __ , Lot __ ) from the Portland Water Distiict as a site
for a possible future housing project, subject to an affirmative vote by the
Cumberland Town Cmmcil to accept title to said premises if purchased.

Cumberland To\\n Councij:

(~T

Moved to accept title in the name of the Town of Cumberland of a nine
;:e
parcel on Greely Road to be purchased by the Cumberland Housing Authority
from the Po1tland Water district and to hold the same for a possible future housing
project to be developed by the said Housing Authority.
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